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Palestinians in besieged Gaza
crowded into hospitals and

schools on Monday, seeking
shelter and running low on
food and water.
More than a million people
have fled their homes ahead of
an expected Israeli ground
invasion aimed at destroying
Hamas after its fighters ram-
paged through southern Israel.
As the enclave’s food, water and
medicine supplies dwindled, all
eyes were on the Rafah cross-
ing between Gaza and Egypt,
where trucks carrying badly
needed aid have been waiting
for days as mediators press for
a cease-fire that would allow
them to enter Gaza and allow
foreigners to leave. Rafah,
Gaza’s only connection to
Egypt, was shut down nearly a
week ago because of Israeli
airstrikes.
Egypt’s Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry said Israel “has not
taken a position to open the
crossing from the Gaza side”.
The Israeli government did
not respond to a request for
comment.
With a ground invasion of
Gaza expected, Israel was
preparing for the potential of a
new front opening on its north-
ern border with Lebanon,
where it has exchanged fire
repeatedly with the Iranian-
backed Hezbollah group. The

military ordered residents from
28 Israeli communities to evac-
uate.
Speaking to the Israeli Knesset
on Monday, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
warned Iran and Hezbollah,
“Don’t test us in the north.
Don’t make the mistake of the
past. Today, the price you will
pay will be far heavier,” refer-
ring to Israel’s 2006 war with
Hezbollah.
Meanwhile in Hamas’ horrific
killings hav, Israeli trauma over
the Holocaust has resurfaced.
Women, children and older
adults hiding in safe rooms
gunned down mercilessly.
Homes set ablaze with terrified
residents still inside them.
Children, some bound, forced
into a room and slaughtered.
Jews, helpless.
For many Israelis and Jews
around the world, the horrors
committed by Hamas mili-
tants during their stunning
onslaught on southern Israeli
communities is triggering
painful memories of a calami-
ty of a far greater scale: the
Holocaust.
“I have been strict about not
using the word Shoah’ in any
context other than the
Holocaust,” political commen-
tator Ben Caspit wrote in the
daily Maariv, referring to the
Holocaust by its Hebrew name.
“When Jewish children hide in
a protected room and their
anguished parents pray that

they won’t cry, so that the
marauders won’t come in and
set the house on fire, it’s a
Shoah.”
At present, hundreds of thou-
sands of Palestinians sheltering
in UN facilities are on less than
1 litre (1 quart) of water per
day. Hospitals warn they are on
the verge of collapse, with

emergency generators that
power machines like ventilators
and incubators down to about
one day of fuel and supplies of
medicine almost exhausted.
Israeli airstrikes have pulver-
ized entire neighbourhoods as
Palestinian militants continue
to fire rockets into Israel. 
Israel is widely expected to

launch a ground offensive in
order to kill Hamas leaders,
recover captives and destroy
the group’s military infrastruc-
ture, much of which is in resi-
dential areas.
Street-by-street fighting would
likely cause mounting casual-
ties on both sides.
Israel has ordered more than 1

million Palestinians — almost
half the territory’s population
— to leave Gaza City and the
surrounding area for the
enclave’s south.
The military says it is trying to
clear away civilians ahead of a
major campaign against Hamas
in the north, where it says the
militants have extensive net-

works of tunnels and rocket
launchers.
Hamas has urged people to stay
in their homes, and the Israeli
military on Sunday released
photos it said showed a Hamas
roadblock preventing traffic
from moving south.
For a third day, Israel’s military
announced a safe corridor for
people to move from north to
south between the hours of 8
am and noon. It said more than
600,000 people have already
evacuated the Gaza City area.
Hospitals in Gaza are expect-
ed to run out of generator fuel
in the next 24 hours, endanger-
ing the lives of thousands of
patients, according to the UN.
Gaza’s sole power plant shut
down for lack of fuel after Israel
completely sealed off the 40-km
(25-mile) long territory follow-
ing the Hamas attack.
The World Health
Organisation said hospitals are
“overflowing” as people seek
safety. “We are concerned about
disease outbreaks due to mass
displacement and poor water
and sanitation,” it said.
Four hospitals in northern
Gaza are no longer functioning
and 21 have received Israeli
orders to evacuate. Doctors
have refused, saying it would
mean death for critically ill
patients and newborns on ven-
tilators.
The WHO said water shortages
caused by Israel’s decision to
cut off water supplies, com-

bined with a lack of fuel for
pumps and desalination sta-
tions, put thousands of hospi-
tal patients at risk.
“Water is needed to ensure san-
itary conditions on inpatient
wards, in operation rooms,
and emergency departments. It
is essential for the prevention
of hospital associated infections
and for the prevention of out-
breaks in hospitals,” the WHO
said.
The UN health agency said life-
saving assistance for 300,000
patients is currently awaiting
entry through Rafah. On the
Gaza side, crowds of
Palestinians with dual citizen-
ship waited anxiously, sitting on
suitcases or crouched on the
floor, some comforting crying
infants.
Meanwhile, US President Joe
Biden is considering a trip to
Israel in the coming days but
no travel has been finalised, a
senior administration official
said on Sunday. It would be a
powerful symbol of sympathy
and support following the bru-
tal attack by Hamas. 
Biden also made his strongest
public statements yet to restrain
Israel. “I think it’d be a big mis-
take,” Biden said. “Look, what
happened in Gaza, in my view,
is Hamas, and the extreme
elements of Hamas don’t rep-
resent all the Palestinian peo-
ple. And I think that it would
be a mistake for Israel to occu-
py Gaza again.”
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India’s inaugural Regional
Rapid Transit System is set to

debut in the National Capital
Region on Friday, with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi inau-
gurating the 17.5 km segment
linking Sahibabad in
Ghaziabad to the Duhai Depot
of the 82.15 km Delhi-
Ghaziabad-Meerut section. 
In a symbolic tribute to the
spirit of “Shakti” (women), the
first train will be operated by a
woman pilot, a fitting gesture
that coincides with the auspi-
cious occasion of Navratri. 
The initial phase of the Delhi-
Ghaziabad-Meerut RRTS cor-
ridor will commence opera-
tions, encompassing five key
stations: Sahibabad, Ghaziabad,
Guldhar, Duhai, and Duhai
Depot. This milestone will rev-
olutionise travel between the
National Capital and Meerut, as
the RRTS corridor will traverse
17 km in just 12 minutes, a
journey that typically takes

over 35 minutes by road.
Upon full implementation, the
project will boast two multi-
modal transport transit sys-
tems.
Preparations for this historic
event are in full swing, with
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath personally
inspecting the Ghaziabad site
to oversee the project’s
progress.
The Delhi-Meerut Regional
Rapid Transit System initiative
is spearheaded by the National
Capital Region Transport
Corporation (NCRTC), with
the complete 82.15 km Delhi-
Ghaziabad-Meerut RRTS slat-
ed for full operational status by
June 2025.
The RRTS trains are equipped
with a range of commuter-cen-
tric amenities including over-
head luggage racks, WiFi, and
charging facilities for mobiles
and laptops at every seat.
Additionally, each train will
feature a premium class car,
offering wider seats, increased

legroom, and coat hangers,
along with vending machines
for added convenience.
Officials have indicated that ten
trains will ply this route,
accommodating up to 1,700
passengers. The subsequent
phase, extending from
Shahibabad to Meerut South,
will span 42 km and introduce
four new operational stations.
RapidX, boasting a maximum
speed of 180 km an hour, is
poised to be India’s fastest
train, whisking commuters
from Delhi to Meerut in just 55
minutes. The service frequen-
cy will be every 5-10 minutes,
providing a modern, sustain-
able, swift, secure, and comfort-
able mode of travel.
Upon the corridor’s full com-
pletion, the RRTS is expected
to slash travel time between
Delhi and Meerut by a substan-
tial 40 per cent.
For convenience, a dedicated
‘Lost and Found’ centre has
been established at the
Ghaziabad RRTS station to

expedite the retrieval of mis-
placed belongings. If passen-
gers inadvertently leave their
items on RAPIDX trains or
within station premises, they
can promptly seek assistance
from station staff. Further
inquiries and support regard-
ing lost items can be directed
to the RAPIDX Customer
Service Centre at 08069651515.
Passengers will have a 24-hour
window to claim their lost
belongings from the station
where they were misplaced or
left. Following this period, any
unclaimed items will be trans-
ferred to the designated “lost
and found” centre at the
Ghaziabad station, operational
from 8 am to 8 pm daily.
The RRTS trains have been
designed with an aerodynam-
ic profile, featuring long noses
and plug-in doors to minimize
air resistance at higher speeds.
Passengers will relish panoram-
ic views through expansive
window panes, enhancing their
travel experience.
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Afresh spell of snowfall, the
second in the last week, on

Monday brought down mer-
cury levels below 10 degrees
Celsius in different parts of
Jammu and Kashmir while
several plain areas witnessed
widespread rains signaling the
arrival of the winter season.  
The impact of the Western dis-
turbance, a phenomenon that
brings a change in weather, was
widespread as several parts of
Kashmir valley including the
ski resort of Gulmarg,  Gurez
Valley in Bandipora district,
Sonamarg, Bangus valley, and
Razdan top in the North
Kashmir district of Kupwara
witnessed several inches of
snowfall during the day. The
mercury in the region hovered

between 2 degrees to 8 degrees
Celsius. 
The Meteorological
Department in Srinagar has
also predicted light rain/snow-
fall (over higher reaches) at
scattered places on October 17.
According to the weather fore-
cast, overall improvement in
weather is likely from October
18 onwards with a significant
drop in temperature across
J&K.
The weather office advisory
said farmers should put off
crop harvest till Tuesday. “The
precipitation may temporarily
disrupt transportation, espe-
cially at vulnerable places such
as Zoji La, Mughal Road,
Sinthan Top and Sadnatop,” it
said. The Bandipora-Gurez
road was closed for move-
ment. Drass in Ladakh also

received the season’s first snow-
fall on Monday.
According to reports, a hail-
storm on Sunday evening also
caused extensive damage to the
crops and fruit trees (apple
crop) in Kulgam and Shopian
districts. 
In the Jammu region, Pir ki
Gali along the Mughal road,
Mahu Vallu valley in Ramban
district, and upper reaches of
Kishtwar, Doda, Rajouri,
Poonch, Reasi and Kathua dis-
tricts also witnessed fresh
snowfall.
Traffic via the Mughal road
connecting Shopian in
Kashmir valley also remained
disrupted.  However,  the
Jammu Srinagar National
Highway remained operational
despite witnessing landslides at
a few places. The highway

authorities swiftly cleared the
landslides to ensure smooth
movement of traffic.
Pilgrims visiting the famous
shrine of Mata Vaishno Devi
were equally thrilled as they
encountered cold weather con-
ditions following continuous
rainfall. The Shrine board
authorities have already made
elaborate arrangements to wel-
come the pilgrims during the
Navratri festival.

The authorities in north
Kashmir’s Kupwara district
have issued a weather adviso-
ry for residents living on the
periphery of various
Nallahs/rivers that are prone to
sliding and flash floods. The
advisory recommends refrain-
ing from venturing into these
areas until the weather condi-
tions improve.

Based on the forecast provid-
ed by the Meteorological
Department, there is a likeli-
hood of moderate snowfall in
higher altitudes and possible
rain over the plains of Jammu
& Kashmir between October
16th to 17th, 2023. These
weather patterns are expected
due to the influence of western
disturbances.
Given these weather condi-
tions, it is advised that the
general public, particularly
those residing in areas such as
Keran,  Karnah,  Machil ,
Budnamal,  Jumugund,
Nowgam, Kumkadi,  and
those living on the periphery
of various Nallahs/rivers
prone to sliding and flash
floods, should avoid entering
these areas until the weather
improves.
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Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Monday said

Bengal is the flag bearer of the
Ram Mandir message not only
in India and worldwide after
the inauguration of a replica
temple in Kolkata.
Shah on Monday evening inau-
gurated a Durga Puja marquees
in North Kolkata shaped after
Ayodhya’s Ram Mandir which
is likely to be inaugurated in the
month of January by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
“I won’t make a political
statement from this Puja pan-
dal … but I promise to keep
coming back repeatedly and
make political statements
until Bengal witnesses a polit-
ical transformation and is
freed from corruption, injus-
tice and violence,” Shah said
adding that “much before the
world is to see the inaugura-
tion of the real Ram Mandir
at  Ayodhya in Januar y
Kolkata and Bengal has sent
out a message of Ram temple
to the world and the rest of
the country by constructing
this replica of a Ram Mandir
in North Kolkata.”
The Raja Santosh Mitra Square
Durga Puja committee has
shaped its pandal after the
newly constructed temple of
Lord Rama at Ayodhya. 
A similar replica of the Temple
has come up at the New Town
colony Puja at Balurghat in
North Bengal where State BJP

president is the patron.
Apart from Shah, senior BJP
leaders like its national presi-
dent JP Nadda, Smriti Irani and
Dharmendra Pradhan are also
likely to inaugurate various
Durga Pujas in Bengal as a part
of the party’s social outreach
programme ahead of the next
year’s general elections.
Referring to the BJP’s policy
to use the Pujas as an oppor-
tunity to reach out to the
masses Bengal Opposition
Leader Suvendu Adhikari
said, “We have been instruct-
ed by Amit Shah ji to reach
out to the people during the
Durga Pujas .., to help the
Puja clubs organize the Pujas
successfully … 
“So we have been visiting
various pandals and clubs to
be by their sides during the
festive seasons.”
The BJP would even help the
Puja committees financially if

there was a need, he said.
However Trinamool Congress
spokesperson Kunal Ghosh
hit back saying it was the
same BJP which criticized
Chief  Minister Mamata
Banerjee when she was donat-
ing money to the clubs orga-
nizing Durga Pujas and “now
they are telling that they will
donate money to the organ-
isers … if this is not hypocrisy
then what is.”
Elsewhere TMC general sec-
retary Abhishek Banerjee too
attacked the BJP and partic-
ularly Shah, saying how he
had his party men once
spread false stories about how
“during the TMC regime the
people are not able to orga-
nize Durga Pujas and now
they are shamelessly coming
to inaugurate the Durga Pujas
… so if there is no Durga Puja
taking place then what they
are inaugurating.”
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The fake passport racket
busted by the Central

Bureau of Investigation a cou-
ple of days ago is linked to an
international woman traffick-
ing racket, sources in the
agency say.
According to reports some
“definite clues” lead towards an
international woman traffick-
ing racket with victims mostly
coming from lower or lower-
middle economic groups of
Sikkim, northern Bengal
adjoining Siliguri, Alipurduar
and even neighbouring Nepal.
“It is gradually getting clearer
that the economically weaker
women were brought from
Nepal, Sikkim and north
Bengal, given fake passports
and trafficked away to distant
places not only in India but also
outside --- mainly to the
Middle-East where they have a
good demand,” sources said.
Earlier, the Agency arrested a
senior superintendent of
Passport Seva Laghu Kendra at
Gangtok --- while he was
accepting a bribe of �1.90 lakh
for making a fake passport. 
Subsequently it was found that
it was not a simple case of
bribery and a deeper investi-
gation led to the arrest of one
Varun Singh Rathor from
Naxalbari area of Siliguri.
Scores of fake documents, pass-
ports and related materials

were found from his vicinity
during subsequent searches,
officials said adding “most fake
passports were in the name of
women mainly from Sikkim,
Nepal and Siliguri and
Alipurduar areas of North
Bengal.”
“The accused were found issu-
ing passports on the basis of
false and forged identity doc-
uments submitted by the mid-
dlemen on behalf of those per-
sons/applicants who are non-
residents of India in lieu of ille-
gal gratification,” a CBI release
said.
As part of the crackdown on
the fake passport racket,
searches were conducted at 50
places in Kolkata, Gangtok,
Siliguri, Darjeeling, and
Alipurduar which led to further
discoveries, details of which
have not been shared by the
Agency for the sake of investi-
gation.
The busting of the fake pass-
port racket further strength-
ens the story of how poorer
women from Bengal’s border
areas were becoming victims
of women trafficking for the
past several years. 
“These women are sent from
Bengal to Bangladesh and
from there to the Middle-East
either as domestic help or for
flesh trade,” a retired police
officer said, not ruling out
political protection behind
the racketeers.
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Agroup of Opposition
leaders, including Mani

Shankar Aiyar of Congress, K
C Tyagi from JD(U), and
Danish Ali of BSP, on Monday
expressed solidarity with
Palestinians during a meeting
with Palestinian envoy Adnan
Abu Al-Haija who hoped that
India being a friend of Israel
and Palestine would exert
“pressure” on Tel Aviv to lift
the “siege” and allow human-
itarian aid to reach civilians in
Gaza.
In a statement signed by 15
opposition leaders, some of
whom met the envoy at the
Embassy here, they strongly
condemned the “indiscrimi-
nate bombing” of Palestinians
in Gaza by Israel and said that
it amounts to an attempt at
“genocide”.
“We urge an immediate ces-
sation of all hostilities to pre-
vent further loss of innocent
lives and the destruction of
homes and infrastructure,”
the leaders said.
“We urge the international
community to recognise the
establishment of an indepen-
dent Palestinian state along
the 1967 borders in accor-
dance with the UN resolution.
Such recognition is a crucial
step towards ensuring a just
and lasting solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
providing the Palestinian peo-

ple with the opportunity to
determine their own destiny
and live in peace and securi-
ty,” the opposition leaders
said.
Tyagi said it was a decision of
like-minded leaders to meet
the Palestinian envoy to con-
vey their support for the peo-
ple of Palestine at a time
when they are suffering a lot.
By cutting off the water and
power supply to the Gaza
Strip, Israel is forcing them to
death, he said.
BSP’s Ali said the leaders’
stand was consistent with
that of the Indian government
that  an independent
Palestinian state should be
there. “We are against the
atrocities being committed.
The cycle of violence and
counter-violence should
stop,” Ali said. In their state-
ment, the Opposition leaders
said they strongly believe in

the statement of Mahatma
Gandhi that Palestine belongs
to the Arabs in the same
sense that England belongs to
the English or France to the
French”.
The opposition leaders said
they believe that violence is
never a solution as it leads to
a cycle of destruction and suf-
fering. “Therefore, we empha-
sise the need for increased
efforts by the international
community in bringing about
a peaceful resolution to the
conflict. The international
community must exert pres-
sure on the state of Israel to
abide by international laws
and respect the rights and
dignity of the Palestinian peo-
ple,” the statement said.
“We call for intensified diplo-
matic efforts and multilater-
al initiatives to ensure lasting
peace in the region,” the
opposition leaders said. 
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From being a Jan Sangh
activist and subsequently

an ordinary Bhratiya Janata
Yuva Morcha worker from the
orange city of Nagpur to
becoming the ‘Expressway Man
of India’, Nitin Jairam Gadkari
has travelled a long way. Come
October 27, a Marathi biopic
on the senior BJP leader and

Union Minister for Road
Transport and Highways will
hit the 70 mm screens across
Maharashtra.
After Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, former Prime Ministers
late Indira Gandhi, Dr
Manmohan Singh and late Shiv
Sena chief Balasaheb
Thackeray, it is now the turn of
Gadkari to become the mater-
ial for a full-length biopic.
Titled ‘Gadkari’, the film will
dwell upon various aspects of
his life involving an interesting
political journey that saw him
make a mark for himself as the
Public Works Department
(PWD) in the Shiv Sena-BJP
government during 1995-99
when he spearheaded the con-
struction of Mumbai-Pune
Expressway -- India’s first six-
lane access-controlled toll
expressway, and 55 flyovers
across Mumbai, a project that
eased road traffic problems in
the country’s commercial cap-
ital.
Presented by Abhijit Majumdar
and produced by Akshay Anant
Deshmukh, “Gadkari” is direct-
ed by Anurag Ranjan Bhusari.
Significantly enough, the film-
makers have not revealed yet as
to who is playing Gadkari’s role
in the film. The poster of the
film does not show the face of
the actor playing the protago-
nist’s role in the film.
Gadkari is not a typical politi-
cian who goes around seeking
votes from people on the basis
of tall promises that are not
normally kept.
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An affordable existing drug
methotrexate can help

provide relief to the patients
with painful  hand
osteoarthritis (OA). Published
in The Lancet, the paper
investigated methotrexate, a
low-cost, effective treatment
for inflammatory joint con-
ditions such as rheumatoid
arthritis and psoriatic arthri-
tis. It has been widely used in
Australia and globally since
the early 1980s.
Researchers from Monash
University and Alfred Health

found that a 20mg weekly oral
dose over six months had a
moderate effect in reducing
pain and stiffness in patients
with symptomatic hand OA.
Hand OA is a disabling condi-
tion that causes pain and affects
function, impeding daily activ-
ities such as dressing and eat-
ing. It can significantly reduce
quality of life. About one in two
women and one in four men
will experience symptoms from
hand OA by the time they turn
85.
About half will have inflamed
joints, which cause pain and are
associated with significant joint
damage. Despite the high

prevalence and disease burden,
there are no effective medica-
tions.
Senior author Professor Flavia
Cicuttini, who heads Monash
University’s Musculoskeletal
Unit and is The Alfred’s Head
of Rheumatology, said the
study identified the role of
inflammation in hand OA
and the potential benefit of
targeting patients who expe-
rience painful hand OA.
“In our study, as with most
studies of osteoarthritis, both
the placebo group and
methotrexate groups’ pain
improved in the first month or
so,” Professor Cicuttini said.

“However, pain levels stayed
the same in the placebo group
but continued to decrease in
the methotrexate group at
three and six months, when
they were still decreasing.
The pain improvement in the
methotrexate group was twice
as much as in the placebo
group.
“Based on these results, use of
methotrexate can be consid-
ered in the management of
hand osteoarthritis with an
inflammatory pattern. This
provides clinicians with a
treatment option for this
group, which tends to get
more joint damage.”
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Babies with a low birth-
weight have four times

more chances to develop non-
alcoholic fatty liver disease,
now known as metabolic dys-
function-associated steatotic
liver disease (MASLD) when
they turn adolescents, a study
has said.
A team of researchers from
Sweden had used the nation-
wide cohort and conducted a
population-based case-con-
trol study of all people aged
25 years and younger, who
had been diagnosed with
biopsy-proven MASLD
between January 1992 and
April 2017, totaling 165 cases.
To minimize confounding
factors, each individual with
MASLD was matched with up
to five controls from the gen-
eral population based on age,
sex, calendar year and coun-
ty of residence.
Those born as small for ges-
tational age (SGA), falling
below the 10th percentile,
were over three times more

likely to develop MASLD
early in life compared with
those with an adequate
(10th–90th) birthweight.
In addition, the researchers
found that individuals with a
low birthweight, or those
born as SGA, had an up to
~6-fold higher relative risk of
developing more severe stages
of MASLD in the form of liver
fibrosis or cirrhosis.
“While previous research has
established the link between
birthweight and major dis-
eases, such as cardiovascular
disease and metabolic syn-
drome, the connection to
MASLD remained unclear.
Our study now provides com-
pelling evidence that fetal

developmental factors play a
significant role in the devel-
opment of MASLD and pro-
gressive liver disease,” said Dr
Fahim Ebrahimi, first author
of the study.
Amidst escalating rates of
obesity, MASLD has become
the most common cause of
chronic liver disease world-
wide. In Europe alone, it is
estimated to affect over 25%
of adults, and its prevalence is
increasing among obese or
overweight young people. It
has also emerged as one of the
fastest growing causes of end-
stage liver disease, primary
liver cancer and liver trans-
plantation. However, only few
will experience progression of
the disease.
Dr Ebrahimi said, “Further
research is needed to fully
understand the underlying
immunological and metabol-
ic mechanisms. Several stud-
ies suggest that both overnu-
trition and undernutrition
during pregnancy can lead to
lasting epigenetic changes
that can affect an individual’s
metabolism for a lifetime.”
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Ateam of researchers at the
Indian Institute of

Technology (IIT) Madras has
developed a solar-thermal
steam-based system that can
help sterilise medical equip-
ment in remote and rural areas,
where access to electricity and
water could be an issue.
Funded by the Department of
Science and Technology, the
project uses portable steam
cylinders charged by renewable
energy-based stations (like
solar energy) that are placed
strategically in rural areas for
power generation, steam gen-
eration and other uses. The
team also designed special ster-
ilisation chambers to utilise
such portably stored steam
and effectively sterilise the
tools.
A portable steam storage can-
ister can be a great contribution
by facilitating minor medical
interventions in the developing
world by sterilising surgical

instruments and combating
infections in rural areas, said
Prof. Sathyan Subbiah,
Department of Mechanical
Engineering, IIT Madras, in a
statement.
The portable canister is devel-
oped with multi-layer insula-
tion, which can retain useful
heat of steam, generated via
solar plants for longer duration
thus making it a viable option
to sterilise equipment in remote
areas. 
The steam that is produced in
the solar plant or any other
means can be stored in the
portable canister which can be
transported to remote locations
to carry out the sterilisation
activities, he added.
Safe sterilisation of surgical
instruments and other medical
tools are important aspects in
the health care sector. 
It involves cleaning and disin-
fecting the previously-used
contaminated surgical tools
before subsequent use. Steam
sterilisation is one of the best
disinfecting methods.
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Amaravati: Students from
VIT-AP University displayed
their martial arts prowess at the
National Level Invitational
South Indian Karate
Championship held in
Visakhapatnam on October 8,
2023. Outshining over 500 par-
ticipants, our talented students
clinched two Silver Medals
and one Bronze Medal in this
prestigious competition. PNS
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New Delhi: Over 450 engineer-
ing and technology students
from various SRM Institute of
Science and Technology cam-
puses attended the Taiwan Job
Fair 2023 jointly organised by
SRMIST’s Directorate of
International Relations and
Directorate of Career Centre in
partnership with Taiwan
External Trade Development
Council (TAITRA).  PNS
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The Arvind Kejriwal
Government on Monday

dismissed the chairperson of
the Child Welfare Committee.
Sources in the AAP
Government said Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal took
this action, adopting a zero-tol-
erance policy against those
who show negligence.
While approving the proposal,
the CM said the Delhi
Government will not compro-
mise on the care, safety, and
betterment of children. Officers
who display negligence will not
be tolerated. 
He mentioned that the chair-
person of the CWC plays a vital
role in the care and safety of
children, and irresponsible
behavior by relevant individu-
als could have serious conse-
quences. 
Commenting on the actions
taken against the chairperson
of CWC, Kejriwal stated that in
the Kejriwal Government, there
is a policy of 'zero tolerance' for
officials' negligent behavior
within the administration.
The Child Welfare Committee
deals with highly sensitive cases
related to the care and safety of

children. The role of the CWC
chairperson is crucial in this
regard. 
Therefore, any laxity or irre-
sponsible conduct by individ-
uals in meeting the needs of
children can have serious con-
sequences.
WCD Minister Atishi men-
tioned that several complaints
were received against the
CWC-IX chairperson, includ-
ing delays in decision-making
for critical cases involving chil-
dren in need, improper con-
duct towards staff and com-
mittee members, misuse of
powers and issuing orders
without the consent of com-
mittee members. In response,
an inquiry was ordered. 
Based on the recommenda-

tions, the Government has
decided to terminate the CWC-
IX chairperson with immedi-
ate effect. 
“Children's welfare is non-
negotiable, and the Delhi gov-
ernment will continue to
ensure that those in positions
of authority uphold their duties
with the utmost sincerity and
dedication. Any laxity or mis-
use of power will not be toler-
ated at any cost,” Atishi said.
It is to be noted that the com-
plaints against the chairperson
of Child Welfare Committee-9
include allegations of mis-
treatment of fellow employees,
committee members, negli-
gence in meeting the needs of
children requiring care and
safety, and improper behaviour.
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Students on Monday were
evacuated from a school

after a foul smell was report-
ed emanating from a gas
godown in West Delhi's
Naraina area. Teams from
NDRF, Delhi Police, and Delhi
Fire Service  (DFS)rushed to
the spot and started the evac-
uation, police said.

"PCR calls were received
regarding a foul smell in the
area of C-block, Naraina. After
getting calls, the concerned
agencies have responded to the
situation and taken required
precautionary measures," said
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (west), Vichitra Veer.
"We are examining the matter.
Appropriate legal action will be
initiated based on the facts,"
the DCP said.
A senior police officer said

there was an open plot where
a certain type of chemical was
kept. "The samples have been
lifted and sent for the exami-
nation. Initially, the experts
said it was thinner, however,
the exact nature will be ascer-
tained after the examination. A
case in connection with the
incident is being registered,"
the officer said.

The DFS said that it got a call
at 12.18 pm from a person say-
ing that some gas or chemical
is leaking from drums kept in
a godown.
One of its officials said the

department immediately
rushed a fire tender. "And on
further demand three more
fire tenders were pressed into
duty." The DFS had earlier sus-
pected some type of chemical
fumes/gas with a pungent
smell was leaking from con-
tainers kept in the godown
premises.
"The gas/fumes are not iden-

tified yet. The area was cor-
doned-off by the teams of
police, NDRF, and DDMA.
Water sprinkling was done to
stop the spread of gas leakage,"

said the DFS official.
In August this year, 28 stu-
dents of a municipal school in
west Delhi's Naraina area
were hospitalised on Friday
with two of them requiring
oxygen support after alleged-
ly inhaling noxious fumes
following a suspected 'gas
leak' incident nearby.
According to the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD),
in a statement, said, '
The gas leak occurred at the
nearby railway tracks. '
However, the Railways, in a
statement, said they have not
received any report of gas leak
from any station and asserted
that their their wagons never
transport any toxic gas that
may pose a health hazard.
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Delhi BJP president Virendra
Sachdeva and MP Manoj

Tiwari on Monday visited
Yamuna Ghat located in Kalindi
Kunj here and discussed about
the alleged failure in Yamuna
cleaning by Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal and
inadequate preparations for the
upcoming Chhath puja. The
BJP leaders also slammed the
Aam Aadmi Party Government
in Delhi, saying Yamuna water
was unfit for human use.
They were accompanied by
Delhi BJP State Spokesperson
and environment expert Dr.
Anil Gupta, Mayur Vihar
District President Vijendra
Dhama and others.
Sachdeva said Indian people
consider rivers as their moth-
er and seeing the poor condi-
tion of Mother Yamuna today,
one is surprised to hear the
claims of Kejriwal that he has
been making regarding clean-

ing Yamuna.
Delhi Development Minister
Atishi has been holding various
meetings for the last several
days regarding the preparations
for Chhath and is spreading lies
and confusion in the media
regarding Yamuna cleaning.
He said today in front of us at
Kalindi Kunj, there is a white
sheet of foam spread over the
Yamuna and the condition of

the water is such that if some-
one touches it with his hand, he
will fall ill.
Delhi BJP president claimed
the situation created by
Kejriwal in Maa Yamuna is
equal to killing her pious soul.
Sachdeva said according to the
government figures given by
the chief minister, 242 MGD of
untreated sewerage is directly
falling into Yamuna. Not only

this, the work on cleaning 110
kilometers of sewer line has not
been completed yet.
Out of 1799 unauthorized
colonies, sewer has not been
installed in 1052.
Due to this poor condition, fea-
cal coliform of normal water
which should be 2500
MPN/100 ml, today its level in
Yamuna water has gone up to
200000 MPN/100 ml.
Sachdeva said the people of
Delhi want to know from
Kejriwal where has he spent
�8,000 crore in the name of
cleaning Yamuna during his
tenure, where was that money
spent. 
He said every time before elec-
tions Kejriwal talks about tak-
ing a dip in Yamuna but today
we cannot stand on the banks
of Yamuna. In such a situation,
you can imagine what is going
to happen during Chhath Puja
with the people of Purvanchal
who worship Chhath festival.
Delhi BJP President said for

Kejriwal the people of
Purvanchal are just a vote bank
and purvanchalis have seen
Kejriwal's real thinking about
them when on record he said
people of Bihar and UP are a
burden on Delhi's health infra-
structure.
Tiwari said the average age of
people living in Delhi is con-
tinuously decreasing, the
biggest reason for which is
Kejriwal's ineffective attitude
towards pollution and Yamuna
cleaning. 
The age of people living in
Delhi has reduced by 10 years
in comparison to the average
age of people living in the
other parts of the country,
Tiwari claimed.
Whenever Kejriwal promises to
the people of Delhi on cleaning
the Yamuna, the Yamuna
becomes worse than before. For
any organism to survive in
water, the dissolved oxygen
standard should be 5, which is
zero at present.
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Delhi Lt Governor V K
Saxena has approved cre-

ation of 571 posts to strength-
en and restructure the existing
Information Technology(IT)
cadre for all departments of the
Government of National
Capital Territory of Delhi
(GNCTD). This includes 263
posts in Generic Category, 171
in Specialized Category and
137 posts for Data Entry
Operators.
While approving the proposal,
Saxena also directed that for
creation of posts in future,
whenever, there is any
requirement of creation of IT
cadre posts in any Department,
then the Department should
make request to the IT
Department i.e. the cadre con-
trolling authority, which in
turn, should follow the due

process for creation of the
post, officials said here on
Monday.
A high-level committee, which
was formed in September last
year under the Chairmanship
of Additional Chief Secretary
(GAD) to study the existing
cadre and propose a new and
dynamic structure of the IT
cadre, had created a sub-com-
mittee to do the same.
The sub-committee after an
extensive study, had prepared
a Report on IT cadre and its
restructuring for strengthening
the IT cadre and submitted it
to the High-Level
Committee/Main Committee
in October last year.
The Main Committee had
accepted all the recommen-
dations of the sub-committee
along with certain additional
recommendations which
included creation of the Dual

structure of the IT cadre i.e.
(A) Generic IT domain for
overall IT related require-
ments of Departments of
NCT Delhi; (B) Specialized IT
domain with five specialized
domains as per domain spe-
cific requirements of the
Department and IT projects
for example, cyber and data
security, cloud computing,
computer networking, pro-
curement and contract man-
agement and data science
with certain additional rec-
ommendations and also to
restart recruitment of the
DEO posts  which were
stopped in the year 2004,offi-
cials said.
Further, being a service matter
the Main Committee had rec-
ommended, to obtain in-prin-
ciple, approval of the
Lieutenant Governor through
the Chief Secretary, they said. 
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The Delhi Government’s ser-
vices department has clar-

if ied to the Assembly
Secretariat that three officers
posted there have sought trans-
fer and submitted applications
in this regard. In a letter to
Delhi Assembly Secretary, a
Deputy Secretary of the
Services department said there
were requests for transfer by
three officers posted as deputy
secretaries in the assembly on
the completion of three years
at the posts held by them. In
fact, two officers were posted
at the Assembly Secretariat
for more than five years, said
the Services department letter.
The clarification comes in
response to accusations by
Assembly Speaker Ram Niwas
Goel in a press conference
last month, that the officers of
Services department were
"threatening" officers of
Assembly Secretariat with dis-
ciplinary action and transfer.
The three assembly officers
were Sadanand Sah, posted
since September 4, 2019, Sunil
Dutt Sharma, posted since July
20, 2018, and C Velmurugan,
posted since February 19, 2015.
"The above officers have sub-
mitted advance applications
at their own. However, in view
of the observations made by
the the Speaker, I am directed
to request the Secretary, Delhi
Legislative Assembly to take
this factual status on record
and to convey any comments
within a week time so that the
Services department process
such requests," said the letter
by deputy secretary of Services
department.
The tussle between the Delhi

assembly and officers at Delhi
government's Services and
Vigilance departments has
been going on since 116 fellows

recruited under the Delhi
Assembly Research Centre
Fellowship Programme at the
Assembly Secretariat were
removed on the orders of Lt
Governor VK Saxena in July
this year.       
Earlier, Assembly speaker
charged Special Secretary
(Vigilance and Services) with
pressurizing Assembly offi-
cials in connection with a
complaint against him being
investigated by the Welfare of
OBCs [Other Backward
Classes] Committee and the
Committee of Privileges. The
Speaker said there have been
“attempts to paralyse the
Assembly Committees and
Secretariat” by the Delhi gov-
ernment’s Service Department.
Goel said officials of the
Services Department rang up
Assembly officials on August
28-29. “The [Assembly] offi-
cials were asked to submit
requests in writing seeking
transfer from the Secretariat,”
the Speaker said, adding that
the Assembly officials were
told that if they did not coop-
erate, they could face suspen-
sion and disciplinary action.
“In such a situation it is shock-
ing that the Officers of the
Services Department would
dare to call the officers of the
Assembly and pressurize them
with threat of transfer and
disciplinary action. 
This is a direct interference in
the working of the Legislature
unheard of in any other State,”
he said
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Delhi Environment Minister
Gopal Rai launched phase

two of a sapling plantation
drive in the city on Monday as
part of efforts to reduce pol-
lution during the winters and
said the increase in green
cover has improved the nation-
al capital's air quality over the
last eight years. The second
phase of the plantation drive
began at Garhi Mandu in
northeast Delhi.
" The Arvind Kejriwal
Government has set the goal to
plant 52 lakh saplings this
year as well, which is being
completed by green agencies of
21 related departments. About
77 percent of the target of tree
plantation has been achieved.
Apart from this, 50 lakh
plants/shrubs are being plant-
ed by the New Delhi Municipal
Committee (NDMC) . Now,
we are commencing phase two
of the plantation drive, during
which the remaining 12 lakh
saplings will be planted in the
winter season,” Rai said.
There has been a considerable
increase in the green area
(green cover) in Delhi, where
the green area was 20% in the
year 2013, it has increased to
23.06% in the year 2021.
Rai stated, "Every year a tree
plantation drive is carried out
in the state under the Green
Action Plan by the
Government of Delhi. Due to
this, Van Mahotsav was start-
ed from IARI Pusa on July 9 to
give impetus to the tree plan-
tation campaign. During the
Van Mahotsav program, free
medicinal plants were distrib-
uted to Delhiites, so that peo-
ple could participate in pro-
moting the green area of Delhi
by planting trees in their
homes."
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Scores of protesters, includ-
ing students, held a demon-

stration at Jantar Mantar here,
demanding diplomatic sup-
port for Palestine and actions
against Israel for alleged vio-
lations of human rights.
The Delhi Police said it
detained around 60 people
for not taking prior permis-
sion for the protest.
The protest was held by CPI-
ML-backed All India Students
Association and other student
organisations.
Protesters, most of them stu-
dents and teachers from Delhi
University and Jawaharlal
Nehru University, descended
at Jantar Mantar and started
raising slogans 'Justice for

Palestine,' and 'Gaza we are
with you.' Some demonstrators

carried placards that bore the
popular PLO slogan 'From

river to the sea, Palestine will
be free.'

The Delhi Police rounded the
protesters up in buses and took
them to an undisclosed loca-
tion.  "We are holding a
demonstration and demand-
ing diplomatic support for
Palestine and actions against
Israel, for violating human
rights," said Hemant, one of
the demonstrators.
AISA in its statement demand-
ed the release of the protesters
and shared their bytes record-
ed on their phones from
detention.
A Delhi University Professor

got into an heated argument
with police when a team of
female police chased down a
student who was talking to the
media.   The professor, who
criticised the police's heavy
handedness, was also detained.
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Two days after a 22-year-old
student of Jawaharlal

Nehru University (JNU) died
in a bike crash on the campus,
his close friend and pillion
rider is still critical and under-
going treatment at the AIIMS.
Police said the deceased stu-
dent's father, who lives in
Bihar's Gaya, went into shock
after hearing the news about his
death and was admitted to a
hospital .
The accident occurred around

2.30 am on Saturday when
Anshu Kumar and his 23-year-
old friend Vishal Kumar
rammed their KTM motorcycle
into two other students crossing
the road near Godavari Hostel
on the campus.
Anshu, hurt critically in the

head, died, while Vishal was
sent to hospital.  The pedestri-
ans were identified as Sachin
Sharma, 25, and Mrigank
Yadav, 24 – both students of
MA Political Science in JNU.

They are also under treatment
at the AIIMS.
According to police, a prelim-
inary investigation has sug-
gested that Anshu was speed-
ing and was not wearing a hel-
met when the accident took
place.  Anshu was a native of
Bihar's Gaya and was staying in
the campus's Sutlej Hostel. He
was pursuing BA in Russian
Language from JNU.
A friend of Anshu said such an
accident was never heard of on
campus. "All students are
shocked by the incident," he
said.

"Anshu had brought this

motorcycle from his home-
town. He often took it out for
a ride on campus without wear-
ing a helmet. But we never
heard of him speeding," said
the person, who did not wish
to be named.  On Sunday,
Anshu's mother and other fam-
ily members came and took his
body back to Gaya, where his
last rites took place.
Police said Vishal is still under
critical condition and is in
ICU at the AIIMS. "He is an ex-
student of JNU but would
often come to meet Anshu.
Vishal is presently doing a job
somewhere," said his friend.
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Three people have been
arrested for allegedly kid-

napping and killing a private
company's manager after with-
drawing �3.50 lakh from his
account here.  
The accused along with a co-
worker of the victim held him
hostage for five days and mur-
dered him after withdrawing
around `3.50 lakhs from his
account, they said.
Delhi resident Akshay (26), was
arrested from Haridwar while
Pradeep (29), from
Mahendergarh, and Vinay (22),
from Bhiwani, were arrested
from Rampur flyover in
Gurugram on Saturday night,
police said.  
All the accused have been sent
on a two-day police remand,
they added. On October 9, a
man filed a complaint at civil line
police station that his brother
Praveen Trivedi (45), who

worked as a manager at a private
company in Manesar had been
missing since October 5. 
On the basis of the complaint,

an FIR was registered under sec-
tion 346 (wrongfully confines)
of the IPC at the police station,
they said.
Trivedi and Pradeep worked
together in the same company.
The accused knew that the vic-
tim had a lot of money, so he,
along with his relative Vinay and
one of his associates Akshay,
hatched a plan to kidnap Trivedi
and kill him after withdrawing
money from his bank account,
police said. According to
Pradeep, he called Trivedi to
Patel Nagar, Gurugram on
October 5 and from there he
took him to Manesar where the
three accused took him hostage
in a room, they said.
After that, they withdrew about
�3.50 lakh from Trivedi's
account and bought an old car
with the money. 
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Ahead of Assembly polls in
Rajasthan, BJP president JP

Nadda held a meeting with
party office bearers of Udaipur
division on Monday as former
Chief Minister Vasudhara Raje
is reportedly not happy with
absence of his loyalists name
from the first list of candidates
released by the party on
October 9.
After holding talks in Udaipur,
the BJP chief is also to visit
Jodhpur to interact with party
leaders and workers. Nadda
held discussions  with senior

party workers, present and for-
mer MPs and MLAs, office
bearers of different morchas
and cells of the party in
Jodhpur division.
In the first list released by the
party  for Rajasthan, the BJP
included royal scion and
Rajsamand MP  Diya Kumari
and Jaipur Rural MP and for-
mer Union Minister
Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore
which has already created flut-
ter among those denied tickets
by the party with  some
announcing contesting polls as
independent candidates.
The list of 47 candidates did

not have Raje’s followers which
has  apparently miffed the for-
mer Chief Minister.
BJP’s decision to field
Rajsamand MP Diya Kumari
from Jaipur’s Vidhayadhar
Nagar seat , denying tickets to
its five-term MLA and Raje
Loyalist  Narpat Sijngh  Rajvi,
son-in-law of Bhairon Singh
Shekhawat ,  has unnerved the
Raje camp followers, according
to sources.
The two-time former CM  on
Sunday suddenly reached
Udaipur and met with Assam
governor Gulabchand Kataria
at his residence. Kataria has

held Udaipur seat four-times.
Kataria, before being appoint-
ed as Governor, was leader of
opposition in the Rajasthan
assembly and has influence
over 25 Assembly seats in
south Rajasthan. 
He  is also a former  State
Home Minister. Raje had a 40-
minute discussion with Kataria
before leaving for Tripura
Sundari. The meeting was con-
fidential and no one in the city
had any prior information
about her visit.
Confirming his meeting with
Raje, Kataria said both
belonged to one family and

keep meeting each other.
“Nowadays I don't discuss pol-
itics as I have changed my line,”
he said. The meeting, though,
has triggered  speculations
that both the leaders  may not
be   in “sync  with the top lead-
ership’”, Raje proceeded to
Udaipur after her meeting.
Elections to 200 Assembly seats
is to be held on October 25 and
the BJP is set to release its sec-
ond list for Rajasthan by this
week. Some more  BJP MPs
and Central Ministers are
expected to contest Assembly
polls, according to sources.
Nadda's visit to Jodhpur holds

significance in the run up to the
Assembly elections in the State
where it seeks to unseat the
Congress Government headed
by Ashok Gehlot.
“Party is already faced with
unrelenting protests against
party candidate Devji Patel
from Sanchore constituency,
the only name the party has
announced so far, from 33
constituencies of Jodhpur divi-
sion”, said a party leader.
Six mandal presidents of Jalore
have resigned to protest the
party's decision to rope in
Patel from Sanchore Assembly
constituency.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will inaugurate the

third edition of the three-day
Global  Maritime India
Summit (GMIS), aiming to
outline strategic  future  ini-
tiatives,  at  Mumbai  on
Tuesday  via video-confer-
encing and unveil “Amrit Kaal
Vision 2047”.
In line with this futuristic
plan, the prime minister will
inaugurate, dedicate to nation
and lay the foundation stone
of projects worth more than �
23,000 crore, that are aligned
with this vision for the Indian
maritime blue economy, a
statement  from his office
said.
Modi will lay the foundation

stone of the Tuna Tekra all-
weather deep draft terminal,
to be built at a cost of more
than � 4,500 crore at the
Deendayal Port Authority in
Gujarat.
This state-of-the-art green-
field terminal will be devel-
oped in PPP mode.

It is likely to emerge as an
international trade hub and
will handle next-gen vessels
exceeding 18,000 twenty-foot
equivalent units (TEUs), and
will act as a gateway for Indian
trade via the proposed India-
Middle East-Europe Economic
Corridor (IMEEC), it said.

Over 300 Memorandums of
Understanding (MoUs) worth
more than �7 lakh crore for
global and national partner-
ship in the maritime sector
will also be unveiled during
the programme.
The summit will be the biggest
maritime event in the country,
the statement said. 
It will witness participation of
Ministers from across the
globe, representing Europe,
Africa, South America and
Asia (including central Asia,
Middle East and BIMSTEC
region), said the statement.
It will also be attended by
global CEOs, business leaders,
investors, officials, and other
stakeholders from across the
world. 
Several Indian states will also

be represented, it said.
The three-day summit will
discuss and deliberate key
issues of the maritime sector
including ports of the future,
decarbonisation, coastal ship-
ping and inland water trans-
portation, shipbuilding, repair
and recycling, finance, insur-
ance and arbitration, mar-
itime clusters, innovation and
technology, maritime safety
and security, and maritime
tourism among others.
The summit will also provide
an excellent platform for
attracting investment in the
maritime sector of the coun-
try, it said.
The first edition of the sum-
mit was held in 2016 at
Mumbai while the second
was held virtually in 2021.
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The CBI and ED told the Supreme Court on
Monday they are contemplating making the

city's Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) an accused in
the Delhi excise policy cases. 
Additional Solicitor General SV Raju, repre-
senting the two probe agencies, told a bench of
Justices Sanjiv Khanna and SVN Bhatti he has
instructions to State that the agencies are con-
sidering making AAP an accused, invoking legal
provisions on “vicarious liability” and section
70 of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA). 
However, the bench asked Raju to clarify his
stand on Tuesday on whether there will be sep-
arate charge against the AAP in cases being
probed by the Central Bureau of Investigation
and the Enforcement Directorate. 
Raju made the statement while the bench was

hearing the bail pleas of AAP leader and former
Delhi deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia, who
was arrested in the excise policy cases being
probed by the CBI and ED. 
The investigative agencies have often suggest-
ed that AAP was a beneficiary of the kickbacks
received from stakeholders who got liquor
licences as part of a quid pro quo. 
They have alleged the AAP used the money for
campaigning in the Goa Assembly elections.
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The Supreme Court on
Monday declined to per-

mit a married woman, a
mother of two, to terminate
her over 26-week pregnancy
as the foetus was healthy and
the AIIMS medical board
found no abnormality with it. 
A bench headed by Chief
Justice DY Chandrachud said
the length of pregnancy has
crossed 24 weeks, the upper
limit for allowing Medical
Termination of Pregnancy
(MTP), and therefore it can-
not be permitted. 
The apex court said the foe-
tus is 26 weeks and 5 days old
and there is no immediate
threat to the mother. There
was also no foetal abnormal-
ity, it said. 
“The length of the pregnan-
cy has crossed 24 weeks and
it is approximately 26 weeks
and 5 days old. The medical

termination of the pregnancy
cannot be permitted,” the
bench,  a lso comprising
Justices JB Pardiwala and
Manoj Misa said. 
The top court had said earli-
er in the day that the chal-
lenge to pregnancy termina-
tion law will be dealt with in
separate proceedings, and the
present case would be limit-
ed to the issue between the
petitioner and the State. 
The apex court had earlier
sought a report from the
AIIMS medical board on
whether the foetus was suf-
fering from any abnormality.
The bench was hearing argu-
ments on the Centre's appli-
cation seeking recall of the
apex court's October 9 order
permitting the 27-year-old
woman, a mother of two, to
undergo termination of preg-
nancy at AIIMS as she was
suffering from post-partum
psychosis after the birth of her
second child. 
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The first State Education
Achievement Survey will be

conducted on November 3 by
the national assessment regu-
lator Parakh and will cover 11
million students across the
country. According to the
Ministry of Education, the sur-
vey is aimed at identifying
areas requiring improvement in
learning will be held across
states, targeting school stu-
dents up to the block level. It
will be a precursor to the
Education Ministry's annual
National Achievement Survey
(NAS), which is conducted at
the district level.
MoE said that it will be the first
survey conducted by the
Performance Assessment,
Review and Analysis of
Knowledge for Holistic
Development (PARAKH), an
organisation under the NCERT.
It is tasked with bringing the
school boards across the states
and the Union territories on a
common platform.
Scheduled for November 3,
SEAS (State Education
Achievement Survey) 2023 has
been designed to enhance the
learning standards for students
in Classes 3, 6 and 9. Operating
at the block level, this survey
encompasses a comprehensive
range of competencies, span-
ning the foundational, prepara-

tory, and middle stages of edu-
cation.
According to the officials, SEAS
will represent a distinctive and
baseline assessment, marking a
gradual shift from rote learn-
ing to competency-based edu-
cation. The adoption of com-
petency-based learning holds
the potential to foster the holis-
tic development of students,
they said, adding that these
efforts are dedicated to nur-
turing the well-rounded growth
of future generations. This sur-
vey will prove invaluable in
realising this aspiration, the
officials said.
“At the heart of this endeavour
is the belief that every child
deserves a well-rounded edu-
cation. Our competency-based
assessment system aims to
assess not just what students
know but also how well they
can apply that knowledge in
real-world scenarios,” head and
CEO of PARAKH Indrani

Bhaduri said.
Bhaduri also heads the NAS
cell at the NCERT which con-
ducts the crucial national level
large-scale assessment to
obtain information about the
learning achievement of stu-
dents of Classes 3, 5, 8 and 10
studying in state government
schools, government-aided
schools, private unaided and
central government schools.
The ETS, which conducts key
tests such as TOEFL and
GRE, was chosen by the
National  Council  for
Education Research (NCERT)
for setting up the regulatory
platform.
Sachin Jain, country manager
of ETS India and South Asia,
said, “By joining forces with the
NCERT, we are committed to
fortifying the assessment
process, ensuring its robust-
ness, and elevating the quality
of large-scale surveys in the
educational sector.”
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India and UK on Monday
reviewed the entire spec-

trum of their defence and
strategic ties here in the inau-
gural India-UK '2+2' foreign
and defence dialogue at the
senior official level.  The two
sides focused  on on ways to
boost cooperation in a range of
key areas such as trade and
investment, defence, critical
technologies, civil aviation,
health and energy.
The two sides also discussed
international developments
including in the Indo-Pacific
region and considered the pos-
sibility of enhancing anti-terror
collaboration, according to the
Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA). The 2+2 dialogue at
senior official level is a mech-
anism to discuss and review all
aspects of India-UK compre-
hensive strategic partnership.
The dialogue took place as the
two sides are exploring the pos-
sibility of a visit to India by
British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak later this month.
The MEA said the two sides
discussed “possibilities for fur-
ther collaboration particularly
in areas of trade and invest-
ment, defence, critical and
emerging technologies, civil

aviation, health, energy, culture
and strengthening peoples con-
nect.”
“The officials had an opportu-
nity to exchange assessments
about recent international
developments including in the
Indo-Pacific region, given their
shared vision for peace, stabil-
ity and prosperity and for a
free, open and inclusive Indo-
Pacific region,” the ministry
said in a statement
“They also considered possi-
bility of enhancing collabora-
tion in areas of counterterror-
ism, HADR (Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief)
and maritime security,” it
added.
The India-UK relationship was
elevated to a Comprehensive
Strategic Partnership during
the India-UK virtual summit
held between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his then
British counterpart Boris

Johnson in May 2021.
At the summit, the two sides

adopted a 10-year roadmap to
expand ties in the key areas of
trade and economy, defence
and security, climate change
and people-to-people connec-
tions, among others.
The Indian delegation at the
dialogue was co-chaired by
Piyush Srivastava, Joint
Secretary (Europe West) at the
MEA and Vishwesh Negi, Joint
Secretary (International
Cooperation) at the defence
ministry.
The UK delegation was co-
chaired by Ben Mellor, India
Director at the Indian Ocean
Directorate in the Foreign,
Commonwealth and
Development Office (FCDO)
and Lt General Rob Magowan,
Deputy Chief of Defence Staff,
Finance and Military Capability
at the British Ministry of
Defence.
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The Supreme Court on
Monday agreed to exam-

ine the plea of AAP leader
Raghav Chadha challenging
his indefinite suspension from
the Rajya Sabha and sought
the assistance of the attorney
general in adjudicating the
issue. 
A bench comprising Chief
Justice D Y Chandrachud and
Justices J B Pardiwala and
Manoj Misra took note of the
submissions of senior advo-
cate Rakesh Dwivedi and
lawyer Shadan Farasat, rep-
resenting Chadha, that the
suspension cannot extend
beyond the particular ses-
sion during which the deci-
sion to suspend the member
was made. 

The top court issued the
notice to the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat only on the plea
which will  be heard on
October 30. Besides the Rajya
Sabha Secretariat, Chadha
had made the chairperson of
the House and the privileges
committee the parties to his
petition. Dwivedi said he was
not seeking any interim relief
in the petition at the moment. 
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The Army top brass on
Monday here began delib-

erations on national security
challenges including the situa-
tion at border in Ladakh and
the Line of Control (LOC)
facing Pakistan and ways to
boost the overall combat capa-
bility o the force while kick-
starting a five-day conference.
Being chaired by Army Chief
General Manoj Pande, the
commanders are delving into a
range of issues, including the
ongoing reform process in the
1.3 million strong force, mat-
ters relating to jointness among
the three services and key
geopolitical developments.
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh is scheduled to address
the conference on October 18.
Chief of Defence Staff Gen Anil
Chauhan and Air Chief
Marshal VR Chaudhari are
among those addressing the
Army commanders.
Ajay Kumar Sood, the Principal
Scientific Adviser to the
Government of India, will also
deliver a talk on “Leveraging
Technology for National
Security”.

“The apex leadership will
brainstorm current or emerg-
ing security scenarios besides
reviewing the operational pre-
paredness of the Indian Army,”
the Army said on Saturday.
“They will also delve into piv-
otal subjects including review
of the ongoing transformation
process, training matters,
human resource management
aspects and issues impacting
serving personnel and veter-
ans,” it said.
The regional security situa-
tion and geopolitical develop-
ments, including the Hamas-
Israel conflict and the Russia-
Ukraine war, may also figure at
the conference.
The overall situation along the
Line of Actual Control (LAC)
with China as well as along the
frontier with Pakistan will be
discussed, it was learnt.
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The Ministry of Defence on
Monday here signed a con-

tract for Mid Life Upgrade
and Re-Powering of “INS Beas”
with Kochi-based M/S Cochin
Shipyard Limited (CSL) at an
overall cost of �313.42 crores.
INS Beas is the first of
Brahmaputra class frigate to be
re-powered from steam to diesel
propulsion. After completion
of mid life upgrade and re-
Powering in 2026, INS Beas will
join the active fleet of the Indian
Navy with a modernised
weapon suite and upgraded
combat capability, defence min-
istry officials said here.
The transformative maiden re-
powering project marks a sig-
nificant stride in the mainte-
nance philosophy of the Indian
Navy and repair capabilities of
M/s CSL. The project would
involve more than 50 MSMEs
and would lead to generation of
employment for more than
3,500 personnel.
The project will be a proud flag
bearer of Atmanirbhar Bharat
in consonance with the Make-
in-India initiative of the
Government of India, they
said.
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Regional (Kashi) Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) president

Dilip Singh Patel said that the
party will launch a voter aware-
ness campaign from October
29 under the Mission 2024.
According to him, in this direc-
tion, the state unit of BJP has
made a blueprint in which the
party’s first focus will be on the
voter list. “For this, a mega
campaign to be known as Voter
Chetna Maha Abhiyan will be
started simultaneously in the
entire state from October 29 in
which the party will knock
every house,” he said, adding
that to make the campaign a
success, a training camp for
party workers has been started
at the district level from
Monday.

On his return after attend-
ing a state level meeting
addressed by state chief
Bhupendra Singh Chaudhary
and general secretary
(Organisation) Dharampal
Singh, the regional president
said that despite the alliance of
the parties in the last Lok
Sabha elections, BJP had got
more than 50 per cent votes.
“BJP achieved historic victory
in urban body, panchayat and
cooperative elections and in

such a situation, the strong
organisational structure of BJP
is capable of accepting any
challenge and giving positive
results,” he said.

Patel further said that dur-
ing the campaign, the party
workers will approach the con-
cerned employees to add
names of the youths in the
voter list who have completed
18 years of age, change the res-
idence addresses of married
women voters and add new

voters and delete the names of
deceased voters. He said that
complete information about
the proposed campaign would
be given to the workers by the
senior party office-bearers in
the divisional workshops to be
held in the coming days so that
the work of voter verification
can be done successfully and
every eligible person can
become a voter.

He said that participation
of every party office-bearer,

worker and public representa-
tive will be ensured in the cam-
paign. 

Giving information about
the two days training pro-
gramme being organised at
the district level from Monday,
he said that training for voter
revision will be given through
divisional workshops on
October 18 and 19. He said that
the draft voter list will be pub-
lished by the Election
Commission on October 27.

“After listening to the next
episode of ‘Mann Ki Baat’ pro-
gramme on October 29, all the
party office-bearers, workers,
MPs, MLAs and other public
representatives will contact
every house and get involved in
voter verification work. Work
has to be done to connect
every worker with the cam-
paign,” he said, adding that the
party would contact each voter
by running a special door-to-
door contact campaign from
October 30 to November 5 and
from November 25 to
December 3. 

He said that by contacting
the new voters and connecting
them with the party, victory in
the 2024 Lok Sabha elections
will be easy and BJP would
achieve the target of winning 80
seats in the state.
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After successful conducting
of Kashi Sansad Sanskritik

Mahotsav (KSSM) in which the
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
himself attended the closing
function to award the winners,
Sansad Khel Pratiyogita Kashi-
2023 was inaugurated at UP
College grounds here on
Monday. The sports competi-
tion was inaugurated jointly by
UP ministers Ravindra Jaiswal
and Dayashankar Mishra
‘Dayalu’ by lighting the lamp
and hoisting of flag.

The function was also
attended by Mayor Ashok
Tiwari, city chief of Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) Vidya Sagar
Rai, District Magistrate S
Rajalingam, Chief
Development Officer
Himanshu Nagpal, ADM
(City) Alok Verma, RSO, BSA,
Additional Municipal
Commissioner and many other
senior officials and BJP leaders.
The inaugural function began
with the presentation of
Saraswati Vandana, welcome
song and cultural programmes
by the schoolchildren.

In the first event of the
sports competition, the 100
metres race for girls and boys
was started by both the minis-
ters of state (Independent
Charge) by flagging off the
same. After this, the students’
volleyball competition was also
inaugurated by them, along
with, Mayor and DM by play-

ing volleyball.
According to the district

administration, it is expected
that 1,64,250 male and 1,13,227
female players will participate
in the competitions at different
levels in the district. The com-
petition will run till November
8. There is no age limit in this
competition. Competitions of
27 sports and 35 events are
being organised from village to
city. Transgenders and dis-
abled people will also showcase
their talents in this sports
event.

According to Chief
Development Officer (CDO)
Himanshu Nagpal, a good

women’s participation in the
event is expected as there is
enthusiasm among the girls
and the attraction of the event
will be the participation of
103-year-old Kalavati who will
take part in a race event. He
said that 2,77, 642 people have
registered for the event and the
number of male participants in
the competition is 1, 64, 250
while of female participants
1,13,227.  Besides, 165 trans-
genders have also registered.
The CDO informed that there
will be 27 competitions in this
sports competition.

The PM during his last visit
in the city had launched the

Sansad Khel Pratiyogita Kashi-
2023 portal while laying the
foundation stone of the
International Cricket Stadium
on September 23 from his par-
liamentary constituency. The
aim was to connect sports with
people, so that youth can also
take sports as a career. To
showcase the talent of players
from village to city, sports
competitions are being organ-
ised at gram panchayat, nyay
panchayat, university and
school/ college, development
block, zone and district levels.
The competition will be organ-
ised at the district level from
November 6 to 8.
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An engaging ‘Campus
Dialogue with Students’

was organised by the Research
Cell of IT (BHU) on Monday
with Padma Bhushan & Padma
Shri Prof Padmanabhan
Balaram, former Director of
IISc Bangalore. The talk was
titled ‘Reflections on Science in
the aftermath of the coron-
avirus pandemic’.

He spoke about the histo-
ry of science and how we
advanced from primal beings
to using microscopes and tele-
scopes to understand different
worlds. He reiterated and
explained Dr Richard
Feynmann’s atomic hypothesis
that in the event of a cataclysm
where all knowledge were to be
destroyed, humans should start
their research with the fact that
‘all things are made of matter’.
The evolution of the pandem-
ic was also talked about where
he stressed on the importance
of biotechnology in today’s
world. He considered the
research on cells as the great-
est feat of biological engineer-
ing and also that biology uni-
fies all sectors of science.
During his talk, Prof Balaram
also discussed the interdiscipli-
nary nature of science and the
contributions of various scien-
tists like Erwin Schrödinger,
Richard Feynman, Lynn Sagan
and many more.

The session was organised
in the Annie Besant Lecture
Theatre, with a capacity of

300, brimming with students,
research scholars, PhD appli-
cants and professors. The audi-
ence was so pumped up that
many students and the faculty
stayed back even after the ses-
sion ended and kept discussing
the realms of science with Prof
Balaram who kept answering
their questions with utmost
energy and excitement.

The programme began
with a warm welcome of Prof
P Balaram by the Dean
(Research & Development),
IIT (BHU), Prof Vikash Kumar
Dubey and the Head of the
Biomedical Engineering
Department, IIT (BHU) Prof
Sanjeev Kumar Mahto, with
bouquet and shawl. The event
proceeded with Prof Balaram’s
excellent and informative talk

on advancing science and
research post-pandemic.
Afterwards, the curious audi-
ence and the speaker had an
engaging question and answer
session. The questions were
interesting, and the answers
were vividly descriptive and
inspiring.

Post the question-answer
session, the eminent scholar
was given a memento as a
token of respect and apprecia-
tion. Assistant professor Aditya
Kumar Padhi from the School
of Biochemical Engineering
concluded the talk with a heart-
felt vote of thanks to the guest.
The session was hosted by
Muskan Gupta, Sophomitra
head of the Research Cell, IIT
(BHU) and third-year under-
graduate student of the

Chemical Engineering depart-
ment. Deans, senior faculty
members, and a staggering
strength of over 300 students
brimming with curiosity and
passion attended the talk.

A renowned scientist and
a prolific author, Professor
Balaram boasts an impressive
career with nearly 1,000 pub-
lications and 25,000 citations
spanning over five decades.
After completing his postdoc-
toral training at Harvard under
the Nobel Laureate Robert
Burns Woodward at just 24, he
later served as the Director of
IISc, Bangalore, for over 10
years. Prof Balaram’s legacy
shines brightly, symbolising
unparalleled dedication and
scholarly brilliance in the sci-
entific community.
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Union Minister of State for
Commerce and Industry

Anupriya Patel before flagging
off a rally to make people
aware to promote the use and
farming of ‘Shree Anna’ at
Vikas Bhawan on Sunday said
millet is the need of the hour
hence it should adopted not
only in the larger interest of
health but also of nature. 

She said it that the UNO
has declared the year 2023 as
the International Year of
Millets. Regarding the district
she said farming of millet is the
way to cope with the declining
groundwater situation.
Addressing the gathering
District Magistrate Priyanka
Niranjan said millet needs less
water for irrigation hence is
very suitable for area like
Mirzapur. On the occasion
other experts also expressed
their views and the vote of
thanks was proposed by Chief
Development Officer (CDO)
Srilaxmi VS.

Flagging off the awareness
rally taken out by the
Agriculture department the
minister appealed to farmers to

not only make others aware but
also adopt themselves first.
The awareness rally which
started from Vikas Bhawan
passed through different local-
ities and villages and conclud-
ed at the agriculture farm
house in Bisundarpur.

INAUGURATED: Union
Minister of State for Commerce
and Industry Anupriya Patel
has inaugurated the Vindhya
Darshan Mela app at Vikas
Bhawan on Sunday. She praised
the initiative of the district

administration which prepared
the app for the convenience of
the devotees. She said the app
had many information, includ-
ing medical facilities, police
assistance, hotels as well as
dhabas, rain baseras, toilet
facility, CNG/petrol pump,
contact number of district
administration, medical camp
etc. She said the entire informa-
tion related to the ‘darshan’
route will be available to the
devotee through one click. DM
Priyanka Niranjan and CDO

Srilaxmi VS were also present
on the occasion.

COUPLES REUNITE:
Under Project Milan pro-
gramme eight couples reunit-
ed through the Family
Counselling Centre (FCC)
located at Police Lines on
Sunday. The couples were liv-
ing separately due to misun-
derstanding over trivial issues
and the case were brought to
the police. The police had
referred them to the FCC.
After separate sittings eight
couples  agreed to live togeth-
er. The staff extended their
best good wishes to them for
a successful life and bright
future. Constable Sapna and
colleague Sunita were pre-
sent.

A R R E S T E D : T h e
Madihan police arrested an
accused of raping a minor girl
on Sunday. A woman had
lodged a case on September 22
in this connection. The police
started the investigation. On
being tipped off by an informer
the police nabbed an accused
of Belwan village under Padari
police station from the
Madihan area on Sunday and
sent him to jail.
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Two brothers were feared
drowned in the Ganga in

the rural area of Puramufti.
Their friends raised an alarm
and the local boatmen jumped
into the river to trace them, but
all their efforts went in vain. 

Himanshu (20) of
Akbarpur Sallahpur under
Puramifti is the driver of the
chief medical superintendent of
Colvin Hospital. On Sunday he
went to Fatehpur Ghat on a
bike with his younger brother
Mahendra Raj. They were
accompanied by some neigh-
bours.  Suddenly Himanshu
slipped into the area where
water was deep. On seeing
him drowning the younger
brother came forward to save
Himanshu, but both of them
were swept away. Their friends
raised an alarm. Some local
boatmen responded but they
could not save the brothers.

Efforts were made later to trace
them but in vain.

NABBED: Samajwadi
Party block pramukh from
Kaudihar Mohammad
Muzaffar tried to dodge the
police by wearing a burqa but
was nabbed and sent to jail.
Muzaffar was wanted in a case
of cow slaughter. On May 11,
2022, SO Soraon had intercept-
ed a truck near HP petrol
pump in Kurgaon. The truck
was from Haryana and had 16
cows out of which eight were
found dead.  A case had been
lodged against unidentified
persons in this connection  but
investigation revealed that
Muzaffar was the kingpin of the
cow slaughter gang. Aslam has
already been sent to jail in this
connection.  Muzaffar went
missing since his name figured
in the cow slaughter case. The
police raided his hideouts sev-
eral times, but he managed to
escape every time.  On a tip off

the police raided a place in the
trans-Ganga segment of the
district and caught Muzaffar
while trying to escape wearing
a ‘burqa’. After being produced
before the magistrate, he was
sent to jail. 

TIGHT SECURITY :
Taking a lesson from the mur-
der of mafia don Atiq Ahmed
and his brother Khalid Azeem
alias Ashraf by sharpshooters in
a hospital when they were
taken there for a medical exam-
ination, the police did not
allow mediapersons to interact
with yet another kingpin of the
crime world, Babloo Srivastava.
He had been brought here
from Bareilly jail under tight
security to be produced in the
court in connection with kid-
napping and ransom demand
of Rs 10 crore. 

Babloo was fearing his
murder while being transferred
from Bareilly jail to Prayagraj
court, and requested to record

his statement through video
conferencing, but the court
had turned down the request of
the mafia don, who is quite
close the ‘D’ gang. 

Babloo was brought here
on Sunday and kept in
Kaushambi jail for security
reasons. When he was pro-
duced in the court on Monday
a good number of mediaper-
sons and lawyers had gathered
there to interact with him but
no one was allowed to meet
him.

Babloo was produced in a
special Gangster Court here in
connection with the kidnap-
ping of a trader Pankaj
Mahendra and asking for a ran-
som of Rs 10 crore. Statements
of other criminals involved in
this kidnapping — Vineet
Parihar, Shachchidanand
Yadav, Chandra Prakash and
Sandeep Chaudhary have
already been recorded by the
court. 
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In a bid to ensure foolproof
fire security arrangements,

the officials of the Fire depart-
ment have asked all puja pan-
dals to follow a set of directives.
Moreover, all puja pandal com-
mittees must have NOC from
the Fire department for setting
up pandal.

Apart from security
arrangements for visitors, the
Fire department has asked
committees concerned not to
use synthetic material or ropes
to construct puja pandals.
Besides, every puja pandal has
to leave around 4.5 metre space
around it so that people could
evacuate puja pandal in case of
crisis.

Pandals must have more
than three metres height and
no pandal should be set up
under the electric wire cable.
The exit gate must have at least
five metres width and distance
of pandal from main road
must be within 45 metres.

Chief Fire Officer
(Prayagraj) RK Pandey told

mediapersons, “We have asked
puja pandal committees to hire
licensed contractors for light-
ing of pandals. There should be
at least two exit points and both
the gates should be opposite
from each other”. Besides, we
have also asked all puja pandal
committees to ensure emer-
gency lighting services and
there should be no fire crack-
ers show in and around the
pandal. Every pandal must
have at least two advanced
fire-fighting extinguishers and
water storage of 200 litres near
the pandal, he said.

The CFO said as many as
eight teams are being constitut-
ed to check puja pandal at fre-
quent intervals in Civil Lines,
Naini, Bara, Meja Koraon,
Handia, Phulpur and Soraon.
Apart from security plan, police
have also decided to use sepa-
rate plan for crowd control or
any other emergency, espe-
cially during evening hours.
Senior cops have advised puja
committee to depute addition-
al volunteers to control the
crowd thronging the pandals,

especially during peak hours (7
pm to 2 am). 

These volunteers are being
deployed in shifts to avoid any
laxity. All the major puja pan-
dals would be under police
scanner and skilled volunteers
would be assisting cops to
handle emergency-like situa-
tion in case of stampede or fire
break out.

There will be separate
arrangement for water to
ensure adequate supply to tack-
le any accidental fire. There are
plans to utilise drone cameras
for assessing crowd strength in
pandals and also to keep an eye
on security measures. Each
policeman and private volun-
teer will be aware about their
role and responsibility.

Besides, a reserve water
storage facility will also set up
to control any fire outbreak.
“We are more focused on secu-
rity arrangements and are coor-
dinating with the local puja
pandal committees,” said a
senior cop.

Majority of visitors throng
pandals during evening hours

to enjoy the lighting arrange-
ments and the grandeur of the
Goddess while offering puja.
There will be shift wise duties
of policemen at static locations
so that they remain alert to
tackle any crowd problem.

On their part, the men-in-
khaki have already drafted an
elaborate security arrangement
plan for Durga Puja pandals to
prevent any untoward inci-
dent during the festival and the
police station concerned will be
coordinating with committee
members regarding security
arrangements. Installation of
CCTVs will be mandatory to
keep an eye on the visitors and
additional security forces have
been deployed to maintain law
and order. 

Puja committees have also
been instructed to ensure prop-
er lighting inside and outside
the pandals during Durga Puja
and Navaratra celebrations. A
senior cop said, “There will be
around 100 small and big puja
pandals in the city and securi-
ty will be reviewed on a routine
basis.”

PRAYAGRAJ (PNS): Two
persons committed suicide in
two separate incidents in the
past 24 hours in the city. In the
first case, a 27 year-old youth
identified as Yashwant, a resi-
dent of Pratapgarh committed
suicide by hanging himself
from the ceiling at his rented
accommodation near Bagh
road under the Khuldabad
police station. The police said
Yashwant was preparing for the
competitive exams and had
not picked up phone for the
past two days. The incident
came to the fore when his
uncle went to meet him but
found door locked from inside.
On being alerted, a team of
Khuldabad police rushed to the
spot and found the youth hang-
ing from the ceiling. The police
said foul smell was also com-
ing from the room suspecting
that youth might have hanged
himself two days back. The
body has been sent for the post

mortem. In second case, a 37-
year-old man identified as
Abhishek of Lukerganj com-
mitted suicide by hanging him-
self at his residence under the
same police station. Initial
police investigation revealed
that he committed suicide due
to domestic issues. 

PRAYAGRAJ JN BEING
REDEVELOPED: Prayagraj
Junction is being redeveloped
in view of the Mahakumbh to
be held in 2025 here. Now work
has started on platform num-
bers 9 and 10 from Sunday.  No
trains will operate on this route
for 77 days. As many as 10
trains have been completely
cancelled while around 30
trains were shifted to other
platforms. Both these plat-
forms are important because
trains go to cities like Mumbai,
Delhi and Surat from here. This
change may also cause some
inconvenience to the passen-
gers.
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VARANASI (PNS): Hundreds
of devotees thronged
Brahmacharini Devi Temple
located near Brahma Ghat in
Kotwali area on the second day
of Shardiya Navratra here on
Monday. Right from the morn-
ing hours, there was a long line
of devotees in the nearby nar-
row lanes and only a few devo-
tees were allowed to enter the
temple premises at a time to
avoid any awkward situation.
The devotees waited for a long
time to reach the temple and
offer prayers.

Heavy rush of devotees
was also seen throughout the
day at the famous Durga
Mandir (Durga Kund) as usual.
Rush was also seen at some
other temples of goddesses.
This holy city is a rare place
where there are separate tem-
ples of all the nine Gauris and

Devis where the devotees reach
to offer prayers on different
days during Basantik (Chaitya)
and Shardiya Navratra respec-
tively.

Besides, hundreds of devo-
tees rushed to Vindhyachal in
Mirzapur district by Roadway
buses or other vehicles to offer
prayer on this auspicious occa-
sion. Rush was also seen at Old
Durga Mandir at Ramnagar,
Sheetla Mata Mandir at
Adalpura (near Chunar,
Mirzapur) and others. Due to
the high level of water in river
Ganga, though it was recorded
steady during the day, the
devotees faced it tough to reach
Sheetla Mata Mandir at Old
Dashashwamedh Ghat. At both
Durga Kund and
Brahmacharini Devi temples,
elaborate security arrange-
ments were made.



For the past few
years, the craze for
people from India to
go abroad to gain
admission to for-

eign colleges and settle there
has been on the increase.
According to the govern-
ment, between 2016 and
2021, 26.44 lakh Indian stu-
dents went abroad to study.
The Associated Chambers
of Commerce and Industry of
India (ASSOCHAM) esti-
mates show that in the year
2020, 4.5 lakh Indian students
went abroad for education
and they spent $ 13.5 billion
in this process. In the year
2022, this expenditure was 24
billion dollars that is, about 2
lakh crore rupees. According
to the report of Redseer
Strategy Consultant, by 2024
this expenditure may reach
US$ 80 billion, that is, 7
lakh crore rupees, when an
estimated 20 lakh Indian stu-
dents will go abroad to study.
If we make a state-wise analy-
sis, till the year 2021, among
the students going to study
abroad, 12 per cent were
from Punjab and Andhra
Pradesh each; and 8 per cent
were from Gujarat. If seen in
proportion to the total num-
ber of youth, then 7 out of

every thousand youth from
Punjab, 4 out of every thou-
sand youth from Andhra
Pradesh and at least 2 out of
every thousand youth from
Gujarat are going to study
abroad every year. If we take
the cumulative numbers
from 2016 to 2022, the situ-
ation looks quite alarming.
This number is 50 per thou-
sand in Punjab, 30 per thou-
sand in Andhra Pradesh and
14 per thousand in Gujarat.
The exponential increase in
the number of students going
abroad to study is a matter of
concern for many reasons.
The biggest concern is that
these youth are migrating to
foreign countries in search of
education and employment
and this migration is causing
a shortage of labour for the
economic activities in the
country. There has been huge
progress in the field of edu-
cation in the country. If we

look at the admission of stu-
dents in higher education,
then in 1990-91, only 49.2
lakh students took admission
in higher educational institu-
tions; but this number
reached 414 lakh in the year
2020-21. Broadly speaking,
the number of students tak-
ing admission to higher edu-
cation has increased more
than 10 times in the last 30
years. If we talk about high-
er education institutions, we
see that in the year 2021,
there were 1113 universities
and equivalent institutions,
43796 colleges and 11296
standalone educational insti-
tutions in the country. As far
as the fee for admission into
educational institutions is
concerned, in most of the
Indian educational institu-
tions it’s much lower than the
fees in foreign institutions
and most of the foreign insti-
tutions in which Indian youth
are taking admission are of
very low standard. So, the
question arises why do Indian
youth spend huge amounts of
money and get admission to
foreign educational institu-
tions? The simple answer is
that most of the students who
go abroad to pursue higher
education, actually don’t go to

get a higher degree. The real
intent of Indian students
going to other countries
including Australia, Canada,
and European countries
including the United
Kingdom, is not too keen to
get an education. Their real
objective is to get employ-
ment there. But Indian youth
fail to realise that there is a
huge shortage of employ-
ment in these countries also.
In many countries, incidents
of violence by local people,
against Indians and youth
coming from other coun-
tries, generally from South
Asia, are also being wit-
nessed. Most of the young
students leaving the country
fail to get employment there
and have to return home, due
to which they are also facing
frustration.
The students are not able to
realise that today in Canada,
Australia and European
countries, where they are
taking admission to educa-
tional institutions, those edu-
cational institutions are giv-
ing easy admission to Indian
students in their institutions,
for profit. 
(The writer is a professor, at

PGDAV college, University
of Delhi, views are personal)
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Olympic Organization accepts this
demand, it will be a significant honor for
India. India is rapidly emerging as a glob-
al superpower, rising from the tenth to
the fifth largest economy in a few years. 
It is expected to be ranked third soon.
Hosting the Olympics will introduce
India's tourism to the world and be a
source of pride for athletes. India's suc-
cessful organization of the Asian Games
and the inclusion of cricket in the World
Olympic Games are positive develop-
ments. However, India's permanent
membership in the UN Security
Committee is still pending, which is cru-
cial for maintaining world peace. The
Olympics in India will be a momentous
occasion with numerous benefits.

Shantaram Wagh | Pune
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Sir—Gaza and the West Bank are
becoming a new battleground as we saw
in Bucha, Kyiv, and Donetsk region of

Ukraine at the start of 2023 when Russia
invaded Ukraine. The condition of
Gaza is dire after the Israeli Air Force
occupation. The Iron Sword operation
by Israel's defense ministry and the suf-
fering of Palestinians paint a grim pic-
ture. 
The world is marred by struggles for
superiority and ethnic and religious ten-
sions. Gaza has seen no peace for
years, only shelling, tears, plight, fear,
and anger.  Wars persist without solu-
tions, causing destruction and suffering.
We must shift our mindset from war to
peace, as India opposes the erasure of
the Palestinian community. The world
needs de-escalation, not war. We must
focus on peace in conflict zones, or the
world will continue fighting for unnec-
essary supremacy.

Kirti Wadhawan | Kanpur
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Sir—It's shocking news that the Global
Hunger Index for 2023 ranks India
111th out of 125 countries, categorizing
the level of hunger as "serious." While the
Union government has rejected this
index as erroneous, it can't be complete-
ly dismissed, considering that India
ranked 102nd out of 119 countries in
2022. Despite maintaining buffer stocks,
people dying of starvation is a disgrace,
especially for the world's fifth-largest
economy, ranking lower than nations like
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sub-
Saharan African countries. Hoarding
food grains while thousands starve is
extreme callousness. Hollow govern-
ment slogans claiming that nobody will
die of starvation are contradicted.
Furthermore, this alarming ranking on
the Global Hunger Index points to a harsh
reality: millions of our fellow citizens are
struggling to access their daily bread, with
their basic human rights being compro-
mised. The fact that India, often celebrat-
ed for its rapid economic growth and
technological advancements, ranks below
countries in South Asia and sub-Saharan
Africa in terms of hunger is a stark con-
tradiction. It highlights the persistent dis-
parities that exist within the nation and
the urgent need for comprehensive pol-
icy reform. The government's rejection
of this index as erroneous should not
serve as a shield to deflect from the press-
ing issues at hand. It's imperative for the
authorities to take this wake-up call seri-
ously and delve into the root causes of this
hunger crisis. 
They must work towards a more equitable
distribution of resources, food security,
and social safety nets to protect the most
vulnerable among us.

SK Khosla | Chandigarh
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Sir—Prime Minister Narendra Modi
inaugurated the 141st session of the
World Olympic Committee in Mumbai,
announcing India's readiness to host the
2036 Olympic Games. If the World
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Hamas perceived that its
Jewish neighbour was divided
over the political divide over
the issue of judicial powers
enjoyed by the country’s
Supreme Court. They needed
to be reduced or restrained so
that the democratically elect-
ed Knesset or Parliament
could assert its will more
effectively. 
While the members of the
Knesset could not readily
reach a settlement, the people
of the country took over and
protested through public
meetings and processions.
Such scenes had not been
seen ever before and were
being played out again and
again, on the streets of Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem. When the
adversary is divided, it is
human nature for the other
side to smell an opportunity.
As we have discussed, the
desire of Hamas has been
intense. The images of an
Israel divided in the streets of
its cities would certainly have
held out the temptation, to
believe that this was the oppor-
tunity. A terrorist organization
like Hamas is unlikely to be
foresighted. In fact, terrorism
per se can seldom win. For the
simple reason that its adven-
tures, however violent and
apparently successful, do not

capture territory. And without
territory, there is no lasting vic-
tory. And yet, terrorist after
terrorist gives up his life, mere-
ly to temporarily devastate
places and people. Evidently,
such men or women cannot be
far-sighted. To expect the
Hamas to be, therefore, to have
vision is to expect a bat to have
eyesight. Regardless, the
attacks launched by Hamas on
October 7 Bloody Saturday
were thoughtless, to say the
least. The consequences from
Sunday onwards were foresee-
able and yet, were not seen by
the terrorist fighters of Hamas.
It is not impossible that their
escape route may, in an even-
tuality, be the Mediterranean
Sea.
On the other hand, Hamas has
gifted Israel with a justification
to blame any country or
organisation it chooses as a
partner-in-crime that express-
es even minimal sympathy for
Hamas. Israel would also, and
not without reason, feel justi-
fied to heap destruction on not
any the Hamas but also the
palaces of Qatar (which
reportedly funds Hamas to
some extent) and Iran’s nuclear
toys, as well as bomb places in
Syria, most of which are in
ruins anyway because of the
latter’s civil war. Fortunately for

Israel, ammunition has begun
flying in from the USA; if nec-
essary, even weapons would
flow in. When Israel’s Prime
Minister says that his country
will change the Middle East, he
isn’t bluffing.
Unfortunately, Israel—and
India too—has been battling
enemies who look upon war as
a religious duty. Religiosity
woven into war has the auto-
matic effect of rendering the
ensuing bloodshed all the
more bitter. Such religious
beliefs hold the promise of an
eternal heaven with unending
gratification of one’s natural
lust, in the pursuit of which the
adherents of those dogmas
have little hesitation in
unleashing hell on earth.
For India, tightening our secu-
rity, internal and external, in
the wake of the war in Gaza
will be imperative, for Hamas’
initial boldness could well
embolden elements in
Pakistan to try something
similar. This time, the Arab
states have not supported
Hamas, as several of them are
seeking better relations with
Israel and a different future.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author, and a

former member of the Rajya
Sabha. The views expressed

are personal)
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The world is used to the
spectacle of scholars,
academics and social
and political activists
propagating and con-

ferencing for global peace, but it
is increasingly difficult to dismiss
the notion that peace is little more
than an uneasy halt between
wars. While civilians somehow
cling to some unreal hope, those
in charge of the political destinies
talk of peace, but actually build
and sharpen the weaponry for the
next bout.
In the land of origin of the three
Abrahamic faiths, Judaism,
Christianity and Islam, peace is
currently the biggest casualty.
Virtually everyone is concerned
about the Israel-Hamas war. One,
however, does almost immediate-
ly ponder as to how Tel Aviv was
caught by utter surprise. Needless
to add, the Israeli intelligence
agency Mossad has been reput-
ed to be one of the most efficient
in the world, possibly the best spy
agency. 
On balance, it appears that
Hamas was conscious that there
are groups within Israel that
desire the Jewish homeland and
country to further expand into a
Greater Israel, as large and great
as possible. Undoubtedly, the
Hamas leaders themselves yearn
to wipe the Jewish nation out of
existence. Curiously, like in love,
so in hate; such desires are mutu-
al. With the help of friends and
allies, it is likely that Hamas has
been, for a long time planning to
strike a ‘grand slam’ at their
Jewish neighbour.
Just as the Israeli leaders would
like to get rid of Hamas from the
country’s neighbourhood. All of
this lays the grounds for a con-
flict before the end of which the
other side would supposedly be
wiped out. A wounded enemy is
more dangerous than one who
hasn’t been wounded. A grand
slam, so to say, might have been
thought to be necessary. The
question is whether Israel too sees
the Hamas invasion and barbar-
ity as a great opportunity for “set-
ting things right” in the Middle
East.
An organized state in Tel Aviv
would certainly be functioning
round the clock and would not
give its adversaries any chance to
destroy it. As luck would have it,
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(The writer is a Co-
Founder and MD of
Orane International

and a network member
of India International

Skill Centres, Views are
personal)

Many people strive to secure
their dream job and are
unwilling to risk becoming
an entrepreneur. However,
it is notable that profes-

sions such as blacksmiths, goldsmiths, pot-
ters, carpenters, sculptors, barbers, cob-
blers, and others are a significant part of
India's workforce. These traditional tiny
entrepreneurs work with their hands and
tools and are usually self-employed indi-
viduals whose skills are passed down from
generation to generation. This proves that
entrepreneurs are born, not made. The cul-
ture in which these individuals are raised
plays a significant role in shaping their
entrepreneurial mindset. They witness the
ups and downs of entrepreneurship and
choose to live their lives similarly.
Recently Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has launched the 'PM Vishwakarma'
scheme worth Rs 13,000 crore to promote
such traditional tiny entrepreneurs to cre-
ate more employers than employees. The
aim is to integrate traditional tiny entre-
preneurs into the domestic and global
value chains by providing skill upgrada-
tion and modernisation. This will help to
enhance their already existing tradition-
al skill sets and make them more relevant,
thereby improving their socio-economic
status and quality of life.
Successful entrepreneurs are not limited
to those who inherit family businesses. An
individual's mindset towards entrepre-
neurship is crucial and develops with age
and experience. As people mature, they
become aware of the advantages of entre-
preneurship and often choose it as a career
path. However, how can we motivate those
who do not come from entrepreneurial
backgrounds to become future employers
and contribute to our sustainable econo-

my? It is our responsibility to take
the necessary steps to make this
happen. Can’t we start at least with
these initial steps?
Home; the parents should start
from the early school days of
their young ones, read to them the
stories of successful entrepreneurs,
ones their young buds could relate
to and get them acquainted with
their day-to-day life attributes and
the attributes and benefits they
pass on to the society. Well, it is
better to tell your bud to aim at
making a hospital or hotel than just
being a doctor or a chef, in the
process, the young mind will keep
his trajectory not confined to just
being a doctor or a chef but keep
his horizons much open and far-
ther even after turning a success-
ful super specialist doctor or a
celebrity chef. 
Schools; To fuel the entrepreneur-
ship spirit among job seekers,
multi-faceted efforts are needed to
accelerate the creation of more job
providers in the bustling industri-
al, services and tertiary sectors.
Unfortunately, our education sys-
tem did not focus on the develop-
ment of essential entrepreneurial
skills in school students, while
entrepreneurial skill is the main pil-
lar of job providers, intend to
march forward. 
Thus, to support the entrepreneur-
ial spirit must give a nod to the
Business Blaster Young
Entrepreneur Programme in
schools to encourage school chil-
dren from class 11 to become
entrepreneurs. Successful entrepre-

neurs and unicorns who bring with
them years of entrepreneurial
experience can play a vital role as
mentors and can contribute the
angel funding to build entrepre-
neurial orientation and mindset
among the youths, especially
school dropouts can be skilled and
would equip their budding entre-
preneurship to take charge as a job
provider. 
Colleges; there should be a struc-
tured curriculum with frequent
seminars and workshops on entre-
preneurship, emphasizing hands-
on experience rather than just
classroom learning. Encouraging
idea sponsorships and mentorship
from entrepreneurs would be ben-
eficial. Additionally, students
should be encouraged to visit actu-
al facilities to better understand the
entrepreneurial culture.
Business schools; should place
equal emphasis on teaching entre-
preneurship as they do on teach-
ing business. Mock drills should be
implemented, where students
spend an equal amount of time
shadowing an entrepreneur as
they do during internships with
organizations. Evaluations should
hold equal weight in determining
the student's level of business acu-
men and entrepreneurial spirit.
Skill Development Centres; we
have some of the brightest minds
who are driving change in skill
development. These leaders should
focus on imparting entrepreneur-
ship skills with the same energy
and dedication as employability
skills. Entrepreneurship

Development Institutes; how many
successful entrepreneurs have we
connected with to mentor our
future entrepreneurs? We don't
need teachers to teach how to be
an entrepreneur; if they knew,
they would already be one. We
need proven entrepreneurs to
guide and support our future
entrepreneurs and set them on the
path to success. Providing
resources is only part of the equa-
tion, providing expert guidance is
equally important.
Lastly; successful entrepreneurs
must step forward and make time
in their busy schedules to mentor
future entrepreneurs regularly.
This can be done for a specific peri-
od until the mentee establishes
their trajectory, after which the
mentor can move on to the next
aspiring entrepreneur. This would
be a more effective and impactful
form of corporate social responsi-
bility.
Entrepreneurship is driven by aspi-
rations that exceed available
resources. Entrepreneurs do not
start businesses because every-
thing falls into place perfectly.
Even the self-employed, or
"Vishwakarma" in traditional
terms, continue to hone their skills
for personal fulfilment and to
contribute to their communities.
Society as a whole should come
together to support these individ-
uals and in doing so, benefit itself.
The goal should be to create more
employers than employees, and it
is hoped that "PM Vishwakarma"
will help make this a reality.
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The syllabus of the law
universities features
‘Moot Court’ as a com-

pulsory topic, the marks
scored in it playing a crucial
role in determining the grade
with which the students pass
out of the LLB degree exam-
ination. Persons outside the
legal fraternity or law colleges
may stare back when they are
asked about Moot Court.
“Though Moot Courts are as
important and interesting as
Mathematics Olympiad, they
are yet to get the public recog-
nition. For those interested in
legal affairs, this is an event
equal in status to the
Mathematics Olympiad,” said
Prof V R Jayadevan, principal,
of Government Law College,
Thrissur, who successfully
conducted an all-India Moot
Court event in his college in

the last week of September.
Though planned as a low-pro-
file event the Thrissur Moot
Court Competition drew 36
teams from all over India. The
winners walked away with the
Justice T Ramachandran
Memorial Trophy. The event
saw intense competition as
participating undergraduates
switched over from one sec-
tion of the law to another sec-
tion with elan and poise.
If you ask a person without a
legal background what moot
court is about, chances are
that you will get a grumpy
look. No one can blame
him/her because persons
without knowledge of legal
education are not at all famil-
iar with the term. Moot
Courts are simulated lessons
held in law schools to make
budding lawyers ready to face

real-life battles in courtrooms.
It is an intellectual bout con-
ceived to test the prowess of
law students in their academ-
ic pursuits.
The organisers take out sub-
jects of national and interna-
tional events, put them as a
legal issue and ask the stu-
dents to argue for and against
the topic. Classrooms in law
schools are converted into
real-life courtrooms with all
resplendent ambience. These
bouts turn out future
Jethmalanis, Servais,
Narimans and Sorabjees! 
Those familiar with the
nuances of law and legal codes
are sure to take a liking to the
event. “I always feel that Moot
Courts resemble Kathakali, a
pantomime of Kerala, which
could be enjoyed only by the
connoisseurs of art. For those

who are uninitiated about
Kathakali, watching it is a
futile exercise. There is a say-
ing in Malayalam that watch-
ing the art form without
knowing the story is a waste
of time,” said Parvathi Sreejth
Valliathan, Assistant
Professor, SRM Law School,
Chennai. The Thrissur event
was the 12th edition of the
annual Moot Court competi-
tion held by the College.
“This year we selected a topic
right out of a real-life event.
Dharmanchal, a State in the
Union of India, enacted
Dharmanchal Infrastructure
Investment Fund Act 2001.
The preamble of the Act states
that it was expedient to con-
stitute a fund for investment
in infrastructure projects in
the State. The Act was simi-
lar to the provisions of the

Kerala Infrastructure
Investment Fund Act 1999,”
explained Prof Sonia K Das,
the livewire of the event.
The Comptroller and Auditor
General of India took strong
objections to the way the
KIIFB was functioning and
the availing of loans beyond
the repaying capacity of the
State. The Articles concerning
the federal structure and the
freedom of the States were
used as weapons by the par-
ticipants in simulated court-
rooms which were presided
over by judges who needled
the counsels appearing for the
petitioners and respondents
with questions that went deep
into the subject. The expres-
sions on the faces of the audi-
ence spoke a lot. They too
were taken to the hitherto
undebated issues in the Indian

Constitution. “Our intention
is to tone up the skills of advo-
cacy,” said Prof Jayadevan. 
The competition witnessed
high-pitch arguments and
counter-arguments. “Besides
arguments, Moot Courts are
the path for law students to
have practical knowledge in
drafting, pleading and con-
veyancing. The Moot Courts
will intellectually stimulate
students to develop skills that
will be of great importance in
future The participants
(addressed as Mooters)
should possess sharp analyt-
ical skills to dissect complex
legal issues, identify key argu-
ments and develop logical
frameworks,” said Parvathy
Kumar, who has more than a
dozen Moot Court events to
her credit.

Moot Court also have a

number of participants per-
forming various tasks like
researching and drafting
which are put to the Court for
approval/consideration. The
participants are hopeful that
one day they will be able to
compete in the Philip C Jessup
International Law Moot
Court hosted in Washington
DC. Considering the fact that
there is no empowered body
to ask the global community
of nations to follow the dik-
tat of the International Court
of Justice, it is for the Gen
Next to come up with ideas
and solutions that make the
States obey the orders issued
by it. The progress made in
science and technology has
brought together warring
nations of Europe is a hope-
ful signature. Let the Moot
Courts flourish in India.
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Prime Minister Rishi Sunak
on Monday visited a Jewish

school here and reiterated his
government’s commitment to
protect Britain’s Jews from anti-
semitic attacks amid the ongo-
ing Israel-Gaza conflict.  The
British Indian leader also
stressed that Israel’s operations
must centre on the terrorist
group Hamas to avoid an esca-
lation of conflict in the region.
He pointed to the spy planes
deployed by the UK to the east-
ern Mediterranean region to
monitor and prevent arms
shipments from landing in ter-
rorist hands.

“I’m determined to ensure
that our Jewish community is
able to feel safe on our streets,
that there is no place in our
society for antisemitism, and
we will do everything we can to
stamp it out and where it hap-
pens,” said Sunak during his
visit to the Jewish school in
north London.He attended an
assembly at the secondary
school before answering a few
questions from those present.

“I stand with all of you, the
Jewish community, not just
today, tomorrow but always,
and I really mean it. Like many
of you, I am different; I come
from a different background,
and our society is strongest
when that diversity is respect-
ed. There are people who are
trying to stir up hatred and
division, and I will always
strive very hard to protect that
diversity,” he said.
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Brussels (AP): European
Union leaders will hold an
emergency summit on Tuesday
as concerns grow that the war
between Israel and Hamas
could fuel inter-communal ten-
sions in Europe and bring
more refugees in search of
sanctuary. “This conflict has
many consequences, including
for us in the European Union,”
EU Council President Charles
Michel said in a video state-
ment announcing that he had
convened the virtual meeting.
“The conflict could have major
security consequences for our
societies.”

Since the Palestinian mili-
tant group Hamas attacked
southern on October 7, trigger-
ing the latest Gaza war, France
has ordered a ban on pro-
Palestinian demonstrations and
the number of antisemitic acts
has risen. Low-level rallies have
been held in other EU coun-
tries. Both the the 27-nation
bloc and the United States
consider Hamas as a terrorist
organisation. 

The Louvre Museum in
Paris  evacuated people after
receiving bomb threats over the
weekend. 
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Washington (AP): President
Joe Biden postponed a trip to
Colorado on Monday to stay
in Washington and focus on
the growing conflict in the
Middle East. Biden had been
heading to the Colorado dis-
trict of Rep. Lauren Boebert,
where he was to visit CS
Wind, the world’s largest facil-
ity for wind tower manufac-
turing. The White House said
just a few hours before Biden
was set to take off for the trip
that it would be rescheduled.

Instead, Biden is expected
to hold a series of high-level
meetings with aides on Israel

and the growing humanitari-
an concerns in Gaza. The
Democratic president is
weighing a decision to visit the
region in a powerful symbol of
support for Israel following the
October 7 attack by Hamas
that killed more than 1,400
people including at least 30 US
citizens.

The decision reflects the
competing pressures for the
president, heading into an
election year in which he is
trying to showcase his domes-
tic agenda as conflicts abroad
in Ukraine and now Israel
grow. 
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Daniel Noboa has managed to
do what his father failed at five

times: Getting elected as Ecuador’s
president. And he did it Sunday on
his first attempt, winning a runoff
election against a leftist lawyer on
the resume of a 35-year-old who
belongs to the South American
country’s elite, which means some
schooling in the US, some entre-
preneurial work, some dabbling in
politics.

Now, he must answer the uni-
versal demand to make Ecuador
safe again, which voters urged on
all the candidates who originally
jumped into the race amid a surge
in unprecedented violence tied to
drug trafficking. 

Noboa’s proposals to tackle
the crucial issue have run the
gamut. At one point in the cam-
paign, he proposed turning ships
into floating jails for the most vio-
lent criminals. At another, he sim-
ply promised more gear for police.

Voters are increasingly fright-
ened by the escalation of drug vio-
lence over the past three years.
Killings, kidnappings, robberies
and other criminal activities have
become part of everyday life, leav-
ing Ecuadorians wondering when,
not if, they will be victims. 

And as he is getting a truncat-
ed term, Noboa faces a daunting
task. 

“I think there would be a very
slim chance that even the best
equipped president could reverse
Ecuador’s security crisis within 18

months — it’s such a short period
of time — and neither of these can-
didates was the best equipped. 

Noboa certainly not,” said Will
Freeman, a fellow on Latin
American studies at the Council on
Foreign Relations. “His proposals
on security were erratic, and they
gave the sense that he was impro-
vising.” 

The incoming president’s term
will run only through May 2025,
which is what remains of the
tenure of President Guillermo
Lasso. 

He cut his term short when he
dissolved the National Assembly in
May as lawmakers pursued
impeachment proceedings against
him over alleged improprieties in
a government contract.

With nearly all votes counted,
electoral officials said Noboa had
just over 52%, compared to near-
ly 48 per cent for Luisa González,
an ally of exiled former President
Rafael Correa. González conceded

defeat during a speech before sup-
porters in which she also urged
Noboa to fulfill his campaign
promises.

After results showed him vic-
torious, Noboa thanked
Ecuadorians for believing in “a new
political project, a young political
project, an improbable political
project.”

He said his goal is “to return
peace to the country, to give edu-
cation to the youth again, to be able
to provide employment to the
many people who are looking for
it.” To that end, Noboa said, he will
immediately begin to work to
“rebuild a country that has been
seriously hit by violence, corrup-
tion and hatred.”

The government’s inability to
tackle the security crisis was laid
bare in August with the assassina-
tion of presidential candidate and
anti-corruption crusader Fernando
Villavicencio. Since then, other
politicians and political leaders

have been killed or kidnapped, car
bombs have exploded in multiple
cities, including the capital, Quito,
and inmates have rioted in prisons.
Earlier this month, seven men
held as suspects in Villavicencio’s
slaying were themslves killed inside
prisons.

Noboa opened an event orga-
nizing company when he was 18
and then joined his father’s Noboa
Corp., where he held manage-
ment positions in the shipping,
logistics and commercial areas. His
political career began in 2021,
when he got a seat in the National
Assembly and chaired its
Economic Development
Commission.

His father, Álvaro Noboa, is the
richest man in Ecuador thanks to
a conglomerate that started in the
growing and shipping of bananas
— Ecuador’s main crop — and now
includes more than 128 companies
in dozens of countries. The elder
Noboa unsuccessfully ran for pres-
ident five times. The younger
Noboa’s party will not have have
enough seats in the National
Assembly to be able to govern on
its own. Garnering support from
opposing lawmakers will be key to
avoid the difficulties that plagued
Lasso’s term.  Lasso, a conservative
former banker, clashed constantly
with lawmakers after his election
in 2021 and decided not to run in
the special election. On Sunday, he
called on Ecuadorians to have a
peaceful election and think about
what is “best for their children,
their parents and the country.”
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A71-year-old Illinois man
accused of fatally stabbing

a 6-year-old boy and seriously
wounding a 32-year-old
woman was charged with a hate
crime Sunday. Police allege he
singled out the victims because
of their Islamic faith and as a
response to the war between
Israel and Hamas.

In recent days, police in
U.S. cities and federal author-
ities have been on high alert for
violence driven by antisemitic
or Islamophobic sentiments.
FBI officials, along with Jewish
and Muslim groups, have
reported an increase of hateful
and threatening rhetoric.

In the Chicago-area case,
officers found the woman and
boy late Saturday morning at a
home in an unincorporated
area of Plainfield Township,
about 40 miles (65 kilometers)
southwest of Chicago, the Will
County Sheriff ’s Office said in
a statement on social media. 

The boy was pronounced
dead at a hospital. The woman
had multiple stab wounds and
was expected to survive,
according to the statement.
An autopsy on the child
showed he had been stabbed
dozens of times. 

“Detectives were able to
determine that both victims in
this brutal attack were target-
ed by the suspect due to them
being Muslim and the on-
going Middle Eastern conflict
involving Hamas and the
Israelis,” the sheriff ’s statement
said. According to the Will
County sheriff ’s office, the

woman had called 911 to report
that her landlord had attacked
her with a knife, adding she
then ran into a bathroom and
continued to fight him off.

The man suspected in the
attack was found Saturday out-
side the home and “sitting
upright outside on the ground
near the driveway of the resi-
dence” with a cut on his fore-
head, authorities said.

Joseph M. Czuba of
Plainfield was charged with
first-degree murder, attempted
first-degree murder, two counts
of hate crimes and aggravated
battery with a deadly weapon,
according to the sheriff ’s office.
He was in custody Sunday and
awaiting a court appearance.

Attempts to reach Czuba or
a family member were unsuc-
cessful Sunday. His home
phone number was unlisted.
Messages left for possible rela-
tives in online records and on
social media were not immedi-
ately returned. The sheriff ’s
office and county public
defender’s office did not imme-
diately return messages about
Czuba’s legal representation.

Authorities did not release
the names of the two victims.

But the boy’s paternal
uncle, Yousef Hannon, spoke at
a news conference Sunday
hosted by the Chicago chapter
Council on American-Islamic
Relations. 

There the boy was identi-
fied as Wadea Al-Fayoume, a
Palestinian American boy who
recently had turned 6. The
organization identified the
other victim as the boy’s moth-
er. 
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United Nations (PTI): The
UN agency for Palestinian
refugees on Monday said it has
sent an advance team to Egypt to
prepare for a possible opening of
a corridor to bring humanitari-
an aid supplies into the Gaza Strip
amidst Israeli bombardment that
has displaced over one million
people in the Hamas-ruled
region. The UN Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in
the Near East (UNRWA) said
that heavy Israeli Forces’ bom-
bardments of the Gaza Strip
have continued, from the air, sea
and land, and civilians continue
to flee to the southern areas fol-
lowing Israel’s warning on Friday
to evacuate northern areas.

With Gaza running out of
water, food, fuel and essential
medicines, UNRWA said it has
sent an advance team to Egypt to
prepare for the possible opening
of a humanitarian corridor to
bring humanitarian aid supplies
into the Strip. Advocacy contin-
ues at the highest levels for
humanitarian access for pre-
positioned critical supplies to
cross into Gaza through Rafah,
including food, water, medical
supplies, fuel and non-food items.

In a situation report by
UNRWA on the Gaza Strip and
the West Bank, the agency said
people across Gaza have severe-
ly limited access to clean 
drinking water. 
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The majority of voters in Poland’s
general election supported

opposition parties that promised to
repair the nation’s constitutional
order and its relationship with allies,
including the European Union and
Ukraine, according to projections
Monday.

After a bitter and emotional
campaign, voters turned out in
droves on Sunday to make their
voices known. Turnout was project-
ed at almost 73 per cent, the high-
est level in the country’s 34 years of
democracy and surpassing the 63
per cent who turned out in the his-
toric 1989 vote that toppled commu-
nism. In the city of Wroclaw, the
lines were so long that voting con-
tinued through the night until near-
ly 3 a.m.

A so-called late exit poll by Ipsos
suggested that voters had grown
tired of the governing nationalist
Law and Justice party after eight
years of divisive policies that led to
frequent street protests, bitter divi-
sions within families and billions of
euros (dollars) in funding held up
by the EU over rule of law violations.

Poland’s currency, the zloty,
reacted by strengthening against the
dollar and the euro Monday. The
outcome could also affect ties with
neighbouring Ukraine, which

Poland has been supporting in the
war against Russia’s aggression. The
good relations soured in September
over Ukraine grain entering and
affecting Poland’s market.

The Ipsos poll showed that
three centrist opposition parties
that campaigned on a promise to
reverse the illiberal drift of the
government had together secured
around 248 seats in the 460-seat
lower house of parliament, or Sejm,
a clear majority.

“I am really overjoyed now,”
Magdalena Chmieluk, a 43-year-old
accountant, said Monday morning.
The opposition “will form a govern-
ment and we will finally be able to
live in a normal country, for real.”

Still, Poles on Monday were fac-
ing weeks of political uncertainty.
Law and Justice won more votes
than any single party and said it
would try to build a new govern-
ment led by Prime Minister Mateusz
Morawiecki.

“No matter how you look at it,
we won,” Law and Justice campaign
manager Joachim Brudzinski said
Monday in an interview on RMF
FM radio.

President Andrzej Duda, an
ally of Law and Justice, must call the
first session of the new parliament
within 30 days of the election and
designate a prime minister to try to
build a government. In the mean-

time, the current government will
remain in a caretaker role.

The tradition in the democrat-
ic era has been for the president to
first tap someone from the party
with the most votes, but he is not
required to do so.

It was not clear how Law and
Justice could realistically hold onto
power, unless it managed to win
over some lawmakers from opposi-
tion parties, something it did in the
past to maintain the thin parliamen-
tary majority it held for eight years.
But that seemed unlikely given the
large number that would need to
change allegiances.

The leader of the agrarian PSL
party, a frequent kingmaker in past
governments, ruled out cooperating
with Law and Justice, known in
Poland as PiS, after running with the
Third Way coalition. “Those who
voted for us want change, want a
change of government, want PiS
removed from power,” Wladyslaw
Kosiniak-Kamysz said on RMF FM.

The Ipsos poll showed Law and
Justice with 36.6 per cent of the votes
cast; the opposition Civic Coalition,
led by former European Council
President Donald Tusk, with 31 per
cent; the centrist Third Way coali-
tion with 13.5 per cent; the Left
party with 8.6 per cent; and the far-
right Confederation with 6.4 per
cent.
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Martti Ahtisaari, the former
president of Finland and

global peace broker who was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
2008 for his work to resolve inter-
national conflicts, died Monday.
He was 86. 

The foundation he created
for preventing and resolving
violent conflicts said in a state-
ment it was “deeply saddened
by the loss of its founder and
(former) chair of the board.”

In 2021, it was announced
that Ahtisaari had advanced
Alzheimer’s disease.  It is with
great sadness that we have
received the news of the death of
President Martti Ahtisaari,”
Finnish President Sauli Niinisto
said in a statement.
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Adayslong attempt by
Russian forces to storm a

strategically important city in
eastern Ukraine appears to be
running out of steam, Kyiv
officials claimed Monday, as
the Kremlin’s war entered its
600th day. Ukrainian forces
repelled 15 Russian attacks
from four directions on
Avdiivka over the previous 24
hours, the Ukrainian General
Staff said.

That compared with up to
60 attacks a day in the middle
of last week, according to
Vitalii Barabash, head of the
city administration. The slack-
ening suggests the Russian
effort to capture Avdiivka has
“deflated”, Barabash said.

A Washington-based think
tank broadly concurred with
that assessment. “Russian
forces continued offensive
operations aimed at encircling
Avdiivka... but have yet to
make further gains amid a
likely decreasing tempo of
Russian operations in the area,”
the Institute for the Study of
War said in analysis published
late Sunday.

Russia’s ambassador to the
United Nations,  Vassi ly
Nebenzia, told a UN Security
Council meeting last Friday
that the ramped-up attacks in
the east amounted to a new

stage in Moscow’s campaign in
Ukraine.

With the looming onset of
wintry conditions that will
limit military operations, both
sides have been seeking battle-
field breakthroughs that could
invigorate their efforts and
raise morale.

Ukraine launched its own
counteroffensive about four
months ago. It has made some
headway but the limited suc-
cess has underlined the daunt-
ing challenge of taking on the
Kremlin’s more numerous
forces. Kyiv’s Western allies
insist that their military and
financial support for Ukraine
will continue, even as the
Israeli-Hamas war rages and
competes for resources.

US National  Security
Adviser Jake Sullivan said
Sunday the Biden administra-
tion will ask Congress for a
combined aid package for
Ukraine and Israel worth more
than $2 billion.

Ukrainian officials have
said their troops are holding
out against fierce Russian
efforts to wrest control of
Avdiivka, a heavily fortified
city. Avdiivka lies in the north-
ern suburbs of the city of
Donetsk, in a region of the
same name that Russian forces
partially occupy. Avdiivka’s
location grants Ukrainian
forces artillery advantages over
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Leaders of emerging market
countries are arriving in

Beijing for a meeting organised
by the Chinese government
that will mark the 10th anniver-
sary of its Belt and Road
Initiative.

More than a dozen leaders
from Africa, Asia and the
Mideast were flying into Beijing
on Monday, following the
arrivals of Chilean President
Gabriel Boric and Hungarian
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán
on Sunday. Others are coming
on Tuesday.

Under the Belt and Road
Initiative, a signature policy of
President Xi Jinping, Chinese
companies have built ports,
roads, railways, power plants
and other infrastructure
around the world in a bid to
boost trade and economic
growth.

But the massive Chinese
development loans that fund-
ed the projects have also bur-
dened some poorer countries
with heavy debts.

A flurry of diplomacy is
expected on the sidelines of the
third Belt and Road Forum,
whose main events are on
Wednesday. Orbán met with Xi
and Premier Li Qiang,
Hungary’s state news agency
MTI said. The forums also
were held in 2017 and 2019.

Kenyan President William
Ruto will be seeking addition-
al loans for stalled road projects
despite the country’s already
high public debt, and an easing
of the repayment of a Chinese
loan for a railway project that
has not proven commercially
viable.

Russian President Vladimir
Putin is expected to attend the
forum, as are representatives of
the Taliban government in
Afghanistan. Putin downplayed
the idea that China, through its
Belt and Road projects in
Central Asia, is competing for
influence in a region that
Russia has long considered its
backyard.

“Our own ideas on the
development of the Eurasian
Economic Union, for example,
on the construction of a
Greater Eurasia, fully coincide
with the Chinese ideas pro-
posed within the framework of
the Belt and Road Initiative,” he
told Chinese state broadcaster
CCTV, according to a tran-

script posted on the Kremlin
website.

The leaders who arrived on
Monday included Ethiopian

Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed,
Sri Lankan President Ranil
Wickremesinghe, Republic of
Congo President Denis Sassou

Nguesso, Papua New Guinean
Prime Minister James Marape
and Cambodian Prime
Minister Hun Manet.

Islamabad (PTI): A top court
in Pakistan on Monday reject-
ed a plea by Imran Khan
against holding his trial in the
cipher case in jail, saying in-
prison hearing was “in favour”
of the former prime minister
keeping in mind security-relat-
ed matters. The case pertains to
a secret diplomatic document
that Khan used to criticise his
opponents for allegedly orches-
trating his ouster from power
in April last year. The docu-
ment reportedly went missing
from his possession.

A special court is hearing
the case against Khan, 71, in
Adiala Jail in Rawalpindi where
he was shifted on September 26
from the District Jail Attock.

The Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) chairman in a peti-
tion filed in the Islamabad
High Court (IHC) on October
4 sought to stay the jail trial.

The IHC Chief Justice
Aamer Farooq announced the
reserved verdict, dismissing
the plea against the holding of
the cipher case trial in Adiala

Jail while directing Khan to
approach the special court
instead for the same.The ver-
dict stated that the jail trial was
“in favour” of the former pre-
mier keeping in mind securi-
ty-related matters. “There is no
ill will apparent on the matter
of jail trial,” it observed.

The court in its order
recalled that Khan had voiced
his reservations relating to his
security “numerous times”. “If
the PTI chairman has reserva-
tions about the jail trial, he may
approach the trial court,” the
order stated.

Earlier this month, the
court declared that Khan and
former foreign minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi would be
indicted during the next hear-
ing on October 17, which
would mark the official start of
the trial. Khan was ousted
through a vote of no-confidence
in April 2022. He was incarcer-
ated on August 5 this year, after
an Islamabad court sentenced
him to three years in prison in
the Toshakhana case. 
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Pakistan’s self-exiled former
prime minister Nawaz

Sharif will give a road map to
pull the cash-strapped country
out of the economic mess dur-
ing his gathering here in the
capital of Punjab province on
October 21, a media report said
on Monday.

The Lahore district admin-
istration on Sunday allowed the
Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz (PML-N) party to hold
a gathering at the Minar-e-
Pakistan after the former ruling
party sought permission in a
bid to whip up support for its
supreme leader’s return later
this week, Dawn news report-
ed. Speaking to workers at a
party convention in
Mustafabad, PML-N Vice
President Hamza Shehbaz said
Pakistan will “restart its journey
towards progress and prosper-
ity” with the return of the
PML-N supreme leader later
this week.

“In his address at Minar-e-
Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif will
give a road map to pull the
country out of the economic
mess,” Hamza Shehbaz, the
nephew of Nawaz Sharif, said.

He said the PML-N and its
allies saved the country while
risking their political capital.
Had there been no agreement
with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF),
Pakistan would have gone
bankrupt, Hamza said, adding
that the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) government led by
its chief Imran Khan brought
the country to the verge of
default. Hamza, the son of for-
mer prime minister Shehbaz
Sharif, said while the politics of
the PML-N revolved around
development, jailed former
prime minister Khan-led PTI
indulged in politics of hate.

He referred to the May 9
incidents to back his point.

PML-N leader Malik
Ahmed, who was a former
aide to ex-premier Shehbaz

Sharif, said October 21 would
not be “an ordinary day in fact
this would be the day when the
country would start its journey
towards glory and prosperity”.
The PML-N is all set to hold the
mass public meeting not only to
welcome Nawaz Sharif but also
to give a befitting reply to the
PTI that used the venue to show
its massive popularity among
the masses, the report said.

In response to the request for
holding a public meeting at
Minar-e-Pakistan and the sub-
mission of an affidavit by PML-
N leader Bilal Yasin to take full
responsibility for the public gath-
ering in case of any untoward
incident, the deputy commis-
sioner’s office issued a no objec-
tion certificate (NOC) to the
party. The organisers have been
instructed to ensure stage secu-
rity, security of ladies’ and gents’
enclosures, emergency exits,
measures for avoiding/ control-
ling stampedes and adequate
parking through the hiring of
private security and volunteers.
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Canberra (AP): Australia’s
online safety watchdog said on
Monday it had fined X — the
social media platform former-
ly known as Twitter — 610,500
Australian dollars (USD
385,000) for failing to fully
explain how it tackled child
sexual exploitation content.

Australia’s eSafety
Commission describes itself
as the world’s first govern-
ment agency dedicated to keep-
ing people safe online.

The commission issued
legal transparency notices early
this year to X and other plat-
forms questioning what they
were doing to tackle a prolifer-
ation of child sexual exploita-
tion, sexual extortion and the
livestreaming of child sexual
abuse. eSafety Commissioner
Julie Inman Grant said X and
Google had not complied with
the notices because both com-
panies had failed to adequate-
ly respond to a number of ques-
tions. The platform renamed X
by its new owner Elon Musk
was the worst offender, provid-
ing no answers to some ques-
tions including how many staff
remained on the trust and
safety team that worked on pre-
venting harmful and illegal
content since Musk took over,
Inman Grant said.

“I think there’s a degree of
defiance there,” Inman Grant
said. “If you’ve got a basic
H.R. (human resources) system
or payroll, you’ll know how
many people are on each team,”
she added. X did not immedi-
ately respond to a request for
comment.

After Musk completed his
acquisition of the company in
October last year, he drastical-
ly cut costs and shed thousands
of jobs. X could challenge the
fine in the Australian Federal
Court. But the court could
impose a fine of up to
AU$780,000 (USD 493,402)
per day since March when the
commission first found the
platform had not complied
with the transparency notice.

The commission would
continue to pressure X through
notices to become more trans-
parent, Inman Grant said.
“They can keep stonewalling
and we’ll keep fining them,” she
said. The commission issued
Google with a formal warning
for providing “generic respons-
es to specific questions,” a
statement said.
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Kenya’s President William
Ruto sought $1 billion

more in loans from China
Monday, despite rising public
debt that has now reached $70
billion in the Eastern African
country, according to National
Treasury figures for 2022/2023.
President Ruto was was one of
a number of global leaders in
Beijing to attend the tenth
anniversary meeting of China’s
Belt and Road Initiative, the
ambitious plan that aims to
connect Africa, Asia and
Europe through massive infra-
structure and energy projects.

A statement from Kenya’s
State House Spokesman
Hussein Mohammed said, “The
president will deliver a keynote
address headlined Digital
Economy as a New Source of
Growth’ at the High-Level
Forum.” “Additionally, the pres-
ident will participate in a
Kenya-China investors round-

table to emphasise Kenya’s
standing as an investment hub
for Chinese companies,” said
the statement. One of the sig-
nature BRI projects in Kenya is
the Standard Gauge Railway
line, which runs from the port
city of Mombasa to the Rift
Valley via the capital, Nairobi.
It cost $4.7 billion dollars to
build but has faced numerous
challenges, including delays
and a low uptake of its freight
service. The SGR which start-
ed operations in 2017, was ini-
tially intended to go all the way
to neighbouring Uganda to the
west, as well as serving other
landlocked countries in eastern
and Central Africa.

However, those plans were
cancelled after Kampala pulled
out and opted instead for part-
nership with a Turkish firm for
the construction of its main
line. Kenya’s SGR was mainly
constructed using Chinese
banks loans and last week,
Deputy President Rigathi

Gachagua told a local radio sta-
tion that the president will be
asking Chinese officials “to
repay the loans slowly, while
also borrowing a little money to
finish stalled road projects”.

“The Kenya SGR desper-
ately needs cross-border expan-
sion to make it a financially sus-
tainable project. This is anoth-
er key element in Kenya’s nego-
tiation,” said economist Aly
Khan Satchu. “The SGR as is is
a dud. To make it sustainable it
needs to connect Uganda’s oil to
the sea and (Congo) minerals.
Therefore, to take the SGR
from a negative return on
investment into a positive ROI,
he needs to increase leverage,”
added Satchu. Kenya has been
struggling with ballooning pub-
lic debt, with $6 billion owed to
Chinese creditors, according
to national data. Some of the
loans will mature in the
2023/2024 fiscal year, 
putting further pressure on the
government. 
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the city and could serve as a
springboard for them to liber-
ate Donetsk.

It is not possible to verify
battlefield claims by either
side. Misinformation and dis-
information have played a
central role in the war.

Russian President
Vladimir Putin, in an inter-
view with the China Media
Group released Monday,
claimed that Ukraine’s coun-
teroffensive has achieved “no
results so far, only massive
losses”.

Meanwhile, Russian chil-
dren’s rights ombudswoman
Maria Lvova-Belova claimed
Monday that her office has
helped 35 Ukrainian children
reunite with their relatives in
Ukraine and other countries.

Lvova-Belova, who was
indicted along with Putin by
the International Criminal
Court for war crimes connect-
ed to the deportation of chil-
dren from Ukraine, claimed
Russia never opposed reunit-
ing children with their 
families.

Qatar’s foreign ministry
issued a statement saying it
had been involved in recent
family reunifications through
its embassy in Moscow but it
provided no details.
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Tokyo (AP): The Japanese
branch of the Unification
Church on Monday criticised
the Japanese government’s
request for a court order to dis-
solve the group, saying it’s
based on groundless accusa-
tions and is a serious threat to
religious freedom and human
rights of its followers.

Japan’s Education Ministry
on Friday asked the Tokyo
District Court to revoke the
legal status of the Unification
Church after a ministry inves-
tigation concluded the group
for decades has systematically
manipulated its followers into
donating money, sowing fear
and harming their families.

The investigation followed
months of public outrage and
questions about the group’s

fundraising and recruitment
tactics after former Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s assassi-
nation last year. The man
accused of shooting Abe
allegedly was motivated by the
former prime minister’s links to
the church and blamed it for
bankrupting his family.

The government’s request
is “extremely disappointing
and regrettable,” said the
church’s legal affairs depart-
ment chief, Nobuo Okamura.
“We believe the request for a
dissolution order is a serious
development not only for free-
dom of religion but also human
rights.” The request asks the
court to issue a dissolution
order revoking the 
church’s status as a religious
organisation.
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India’s economic growth is
expected at 6.3 per cent
during 2023-24 on the back

of good health of the financial
sector and uptick in private
investment even as downside
risks remain, said a survey by
industry body Ficci unveiled on
Monday.

The latest round of Ficci’s
Economic Outlook Survey pegs
annual median gross domestic
product (GDP) growth for
2023-24 at 6.3 per cent - with
a minimum and maximum
growth estimate of 6 per cent
and 6.6 per cent, respectively,
the chamber stated.

The median growth forecast
for agriculture and allied activ-
ities has been put at 2.7 per cent
for 2023-24. This marks a mod-
eration vis-a-vis growth of about
4 per cent reported in 2022-23.
The El Nino effect has had an
impact on the spatial distribu-
tion of rainfall this monsoon.
Industry and services sector, on
the other hand, are anticipated
to grow 5.6 per cent and 7.3 per
cent, respectively in current fis-
cal year, the survey shows.

Ficci said the survey was
conducted in September 2023
and drew responses from lead-

ing economists representing
industry, banking and financial
services sector.

“Persisting headwinds on
account of geopolitical stress,
slowing growth in China,
lagged impact of monetary
tightening and below normal
monsoons pose downside risks
to growth,” it said.

According to survey results,
median GDP growth is estimat-
ed to slow down to 6.1 per cent
and 6 per cent in Q2 2023-24
and Q3 2023-24, respectively -
after posting a four-quarter
high growth of 7.8 per cent in
Q1 2023-24.

Further, the chamber said

the median forecast for CPI
based inflation has been put at
5.5 per cent for 2023-24, with
a minimum and maximum
range of 5.3 per cent and 5.7 per
cent, respectively.

The survey participants
opined that the course of infla-
tion remains uncertain.

“There was an unanimous
view among the participants
that global growth is poised to
slow in the current year vis-a-
vis 2022, and this trend is
expected to continue in the year
2024 as well,” Ficci said, and
added significant downside
risks continue to remain on fore
that could hamper the momen-

tum in recovery.
Back home, the survey said

though India’s economic perfor-
mance has remained relatively
steady amid recent challenges,
the country has not been
unscathed from the external
shocks.Weak external demand
is already reflecting in India’s
merchandise exports perfor-
mance and is expected to be a
drag on domestic growth, it
added.

“Nonetheless, growth in
India is expected to hold
ground on the back of good
health of the financial sector,
robust urban demand, uptick in
private investment as a result of
government’s front-loading of
capex, pick up in real
estate/construction sector and
the forthcoming festive season,”
the survey said.

It further said Reserve
Bank’s policy repo rate is
expected to remain unchanged
until the end of current finan-
cial year. The latest survey
results forecast repo rate at 6.5
per cent as at March-end 2024.

Economists were of the
view that a cut in the repo rate
is expected only by the end of
the first quarter or second
quarter of next fiscal year 2024-
25, Ficci added. 
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The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) in India is
likely to rise in the second half of the ongo-

ing fiscal and a prolonged deflationary trend could
impact growth, experts said on Monday.

Wholesale inflation remained in the negative
territory for the sixth straight month in September
at (-) 0.26 per cent on easing prices of food items,
especially vegetables.

Deflation in WPI in September is primarily
due to the fall in prices of chemicals and chemi-
cal products, mineral oils, textiles, basic metals,
and food products as compared to the year-ago
period, the commerce and industry ministry said
on Monday.

“In September, the WPI exhibited its sixth
consecutive month of contraction, with a decline
of 0.3 per cent year-on-year (y-o-y), lower than
the previous month’s contraction of 0.5 per cent,”
CareEdge Chief Economist Rajani Sinha said. 

“The continued contraction in WPI can be
attributed to the deceleration in food prices, as well
as the ongoing decline in fuel and manufactured
product prices,” Sinha said. 

She suggested that while the fading impact of
a high base may lead to a “slight increase” in WPI
in the second half of the fiscal year, the overall WPI
inflation is expected to remain low. 

Elevated global crude oil prices and poten-
tial risks to kharif harvest due to uneven rainfall
also pose upside risks to WPI inflation, Sinha said. 

Abhirup Sarkar, an economist and professor
at the Indian Institute of Statistics, told PTI that
while the decrease in fuel prices is positive news,
geopolitical conflicts in Russia and the Middle East
could lead to an increase in international oil prices,
affecting wholesale price inflation in India. 

He said although wholesale food prices have
seen a decline, it may take time for this to be
reflected in retail prices, as it depends on traders

and their ability to pass on the price reduction to
consumers. 

Sarkar cautioned that prolonged deflation in
WPI can have a negative impact on the econo-
my, indicating lack of demand and potentially
slowing down growth.

The WPI-based inflation rate has been in the
negative zone since April and was (-) 0.52 per cent
in August. 

In September last year, it was 10.55 per cent.
Inflation in food articles eased to 3.35 per cent in
September, after remaining in double digits in the
previous two months. It was 10.60 per cent in
August. 

“Deflation in September 2023 is primarily due
to fall in prices of chemical and chemical prod-
ucts, mineral oils, textiles, basic metals and food
products as compared to the corresponding month
of the previous year,” the commerce and indus-
try ministry said on Monday.

Fuel and power basket inflation was at (-) 3.35
per cent in September, against (-)6.03 per cent in
August. In manufactured products, inflation rate
was (-) 1.34 per cent, as against (-) 2.37 per cent
in August. 

Data released last week showed that the annu-
al retail, or consumer price inflation, was at 5.02
per cent in September, which was a three-month
low. 
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JK Paper Ltd on Monday said
it will fully acquire Manipal

Utility Packaging Solutions Pvt
Ltd for nearly Rs 90 crore.

The company has entered
into a share purchase agreement
(SPA) for the acquisition of 100
per cent shares of Manipal
Utility Packaging Solutions Pvt
Ltd (MUPSPL), JK Paper said in
a regulatory filing.

Under the SPA, JK Paper
will acquire 4.07 crore equity
shares representing 100 per cent
of capital of MUPSPL at Rs 21.80
per equity share of Rs 10 each,
subject to adjustments as per
terms of agreement, it added.

The acquisition is expected
to be completed within six
weeks of execution of the SPA
with the target entity and its pro-
moters/shareholders, subject to
fulfilment of conditions men-
tioned in the SPA, the compa-
ny said.

JK Paper Vice Chairman
and Managing Director Harsh
Pati Singhania said, “This acqui-
sition is in line with the long-
term strategic objective of the
company in the packaging busi-
ness and gives us an opportuni-
ty to offer combined solution to
the customers with respect to
secondary and tertiary packag-
ing, improve operational effi-
ciencies and ensure that MUP-
SPL grows and adds value to
stakeholders.”

MUPSPL is engaged in the
business of manufacturing pack-
aging products like folding car-
tons, corrugated boxes and labels
with four manufacturing plants
across India. It had a revenue of
Rs 147.77 crore in FY 2022-23,
the company said.

Packaging business is
amongst the fastest growing
segments in the Indian paper
and packaging industry driven
by growth in end use industries
such as food and beverage, and
FMCG, it added.
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Benchmark equity indices
ended lower on Monday,

falling for the third day running,
amid weak trends in global
markets and spike in Brent
crude oil prices due to geopo-
litical tension in the Middle
East.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
declined 115.81 points or 0.17
per cent to settle at 66,166.93.
During the day, it fell 243.36
points or 0.36 per cent to
66,039.38. The Nifty slipped
19.30 points or 0.10 per cent to
19,731.75.

From the Sensex pack,
Nestle, Tata Consultancy
Services, IndusInd Bank, Asian
Paints, Bharti Airtel, Tech
Mahindra, UltraTech Cement,
Kotak Mahindra Bank and
Hindustan Unilever were
among the major laggards.

Tata Steel, JSW Steel, HCL
Technologies, Axis Bank, Power
Grid and Mahindra &
Mahindra were among the gain-
ers.

“Markets continued to wit-
ness range-bound trend with a
negative bias amid weak Asian
cues as selective profit-taking
was seen in banking, realty and
IT stocks, whereas buying in
metal, auto and consumer
durable stocks helped markets
curb losses. 

“Investors are trading cau-
tiously in an uncertain global
environment as ongoing Israel-

Palestine conflict coupled with
weak overseas fundamentals
and persistent FII selling have
dampened sentiment,” said
Shrikant Chouhan, Head of
Research (Retail), Kotak
Securities Ltd.

In the broader market, the
BSE smallcap gauge climbed
0.34 per cent and midcap index
gained 0.25 per cent.

Among the indices,
telecommunication fell by 0.74
per cent, realty (0.39 per cent),
teck (0.32 per cent), FMCG
(0.28 per cent), services (0.17
per cent), bankex (0.11 per
cent) and IT (0.10 per cent).

Commodities, consumer
discretionary, energy, industri-
als, auto and metal were among
the gainers.

“Persistent geopolitical ten-
sions continue to weigh down
the sentiment on equity, yet the
mid and smallcap index wit-
nessed bargain hunting ahead of
festival-driven demand and
optimistic Q2 results. If oil
price moves higher in a sus-
tained manner, it may elevate
yields and operation cost, poten-
tially straining margins in H2
FY24,” said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services.

In Asian markets, Seoul,
Tokyo, Shanghai and Hong
Kong ended lower.

European markets were
trading mostly in the negative
territory. The US markets ended
on a mixed note on Friday.
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National development bank
Sidbi on Monday announ-

ced a growth accelerator pro-
gramme for small NBFCs to
help them become eligible for
bank funding.

Under the initiative, being
carried out in association with
the global alliance for mass
entrepreneurship and national
NBFC lobby FIDC (Finance
Industry Development Council),
it has onboarded 18 small
NBFCs as the first cohort of the
programme.

The five-month-long pro-
gramme is designed to scale
small NBFCs (Non Banking
Financial Company) through
design interventions, enabling
them to apply for institutional
funding based on holistic eval-
uation parameters, Sidbi chair-

man & managing director
Sivasubramanian Ramann told
reporters here.

The programme includes
mentorship from domain
experts on risk, operations, gov-
ernance, and technology and is
structured to encourage and
facilitate peer learning, reviews
and networking through a blend
of in-person, virtual and individ-
ualised sessions, Umesh
Revankar, FIDC chairman and
executive vice-chairman of
Shriram Finance, said.

Of the nearly 80 million
small businesses, only 15 per
cent get access to formal credit,
showing the large addressable
market for MSME (Micro, Small
& Medium Enterprise) funding,
Ramann said.

Further, he said in the past
three years, Sidbi’s lending to
MSMEs doubled to cross the Rs

50,000 crore-mark, while the
system wide MSME loan book
is Rs 25 lakh crore, which is slat-
ed to double over the next three
years. Of the present MSME
book, only 28 per cent are met
by NBFCs.

The objective of the pro-

gramme is to design a replica-
ble model to enable MSME-
focused NBFCs to become eli-
gible for formal funding and
future-ready, Ravi Venkatesan,
founder of the global alliance for
mass entrepreneurship, said.

When asked how much

Sidbi will be lending to NBFCs
under the initiative, Ramann
said that there is no target or cap.
All depends on how many of
them clear the programme.

The programme will
enhance the fund flow for the
MSME sector by enabling
NBFCs to get institutional fund-
ing. In this cohort, the partici-
pating 18 NBFCs will benefit sig-
nificantly from specific advice,
informal interactions with peers,
structured reviews and evalua-
tion.

We have built in the process
to ensure that participants
demonstrate action to be eligi-
ble for continuing to the next
stage and mentors endorse and
support them ensuring account-
ability, he said, adding that over
the next three years, the plan is
to prepare 100 non-banks
future-ready.
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Petrol and diesel sales fell in
the first half of October

ahead of the start of festival sea-
son that is expected to boost
consumption, preliminary data
of state-owned firms showed.

Last year, Durga Puja/
Dussehra as well as Diwali fell
in October. This year the festi-
val season, when consumption
picks up, starts in the second
half of October.

Petrol sales by three state-
owned fuel retailers fell 9 per
cent year-on-year, the first drop
in two months. Diesel con-
sumption dropped 3.2 per cent.

The decline was largely
because of the larger base of last
year.

Petrol sales dropped to 1.17
million tonnes during the first
half of October from 1.29 mil-
lion tonnes a year back.

Sales dropped 9 per cent
month-on-month as well.

Consumption of diesel, the
most consumed fuel in the
country — accounting for
about two-fifths of the demand,
dropped to 2.99 million tonnes
during October 1 to 15 from
3.09 million tonnes a year back.
Month-on-month sales were,
however, up 9.6 per cent when
compared with 2.73 million
tonnes in the first half of
September.

Diesel sales typically fall in
monsoon months as rains lower

demand in the agriculture sec-
tor which uses the fuel for irri-
gation, harvesting and trans-
portation. Also, rains slow
vehicular movements. This had
led to a fall in diesel consump-
tion in the last three months.
And once the monsoon ended,
consumption has risen month-
on-month.

Consumption of diesel had
soared 6.7 per cent and 9.3 per
cent in April and May, respec-
tively, as agriculture demand
picked up and cars yanked up
air-conditioning to beat the
summer heat. It started to taper
in the second half of June after
the monsoon set in. It has con-
tinued to fall since.

Suppliers’ group OPEC sees
India’s oil demand expanding
on average by 2,20,000 barrels
per day on the back of vigorous
economic growth.

Consumption of petrol
during October 1-15 was 12 per
cent more than in the COVID-
marred October 2021 and 21.7
per cent more than in pre-pan-
demic October 2019.

Diesel consumption was
up 23.4 per cent over October
1-15 in 2021 and 23.1 per cent
compared to October 2019.

With the continuing rise in
passenger traffic at airports, jet
fuel (ATF) demand rose 5.7 per
cent to 2,95,200 tonnes during
first fortnight of October
against the same period last
year.
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State-owned Coal India on
Monday said its supply of fos-

sil fuel to the country’s coal-fired
electricity generating units
increased by six per cent to 23.5
million tonnes in the first half of
October, ahead of the festive sea-
son.

The supply was increased
amid a sudden rise in power
demand even as unseasonal
rains hit the operations in coal
bearing areas of Coal India’s
arms based in the eastern part
of the nation.

Chattishgarh-based South
Eastern Coalfields Ltd (SECL)
also bore the brunt of the incle-
ment weather, it said.

Coal supply to thermal
power plants stood at 22.2 mil-
lion tonnes during the same
period of the last financial year.

“Coal India’s (CIL) supplies
to thermal power plants of the
country shot up close to six per
cent to 23.5 million tonnes

(MTs) during the first fortnight
of October 2023... Comparati-
vely the supplies were 22.2 MTs
in the same period of October
2022,” the public sector coal pro-
ducer said in a statement.

The overall supply of dry
fuel by CIL to the country’s coal-
fired plants was nearly 319 MT
till October 15 of the ongoing
fiscal, which was 12 MT higher
in volume terms compared to
307 MTs supplied during the
corresponding period of FY23.

“The four per cent growth
recorded during this period is at
par with current year’s annual
asking growth rate to power
plants,” it said.

CIL was given a projection
of 610 MT supply to the coun-
try’s power plants for the ongo-
ing fiscal, which is four per cent
more than what it supplied to
this sector in FY23.

The ‘maharatna’ firm
expects its supplies to exceed the
target.

“On a cumulative basis CIL’s
targeted commitment was 316
MT to power sector till 15th
October FY 2024, against which
the company’s supplies were
ahead by 3 MTs at 319 MTs. CIL
is confident of meeting the
tasked target to the power sec-
tor,” it said.

Coal is the largest source of
electricity in the country and
CIL produces over 80 per cent
of the fuel in India.

“CIL’s supplies to all con-
suming sectors were 389.3 MT
during the referred period post-
ing nine per cent growth com-
pared to 356.6 MT of same peri-
od last fiscal year,” it said.

“With no letup in the out-
put tempo, CIL’s progressive
production of 360 MTs till 15th
October FY 2024 has logged a
robust 11.6 per cent year-on-
year growth with 37.6 MT ex-
pansion in volume terms. This
growth is again higher than the
fiscal’s asking rate of around 11
per cent,” the company said.
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NDDB Dairy Services-owned
Rahuri Semen Station in

Maharashtra has got highest
mark among 55 such facilities
across India in an audit report
submitted by the government-
constituted Central Monitoring
Unit.

National Dairy Develop-
ment Board’s (NDDB) arm NDS
said in a statement that Rahuri
Semen Station has emerged first
on parameters ranging from
quality, animal genetics to health
and safety protocols.

NDS is NDDB Dairy
Services. Earlier this month,
NDS said that the CMU has sub-
mitted a technical audit report
of 55 semen stations across the
country for 2022-23 to the
Union government’s Depart-

ment of Animal Husbandry
and Dairy Development.

In the audit report, Rahuri
station was given a mark of 97
followed by 95 for Animal
Breeding Centre Salon, a NDS
station, in Uttar Pradesh.

The CMU report accorded
a total of nine semen stations a
score of 90 and above under
Grade A.

The other seven include
the two NDS stations —
Sabarmati Ashram Gaushala,
Bidaj in Gujarat and Alamadhi

Semen station in Tamil Nadu.
NDDB Chairman Meenesh

Shah, who is also the Chairman
of NDS, said “credit to this goes
to the dedication of the teams of
veterinary experts and scientists
who are working for enhancing
the productivity of the milch
animals and propagation of the
genetics of the indigenous
breeds”.

The semen stations run by
NDS adhere strictly to the qual-
ity protocols and have in-place
stringent bio-security measures

to produce disease-free semen,
he said.

NDS functions as a delivery
arm of NDDB for field opera-
tions relating to promoting
Farmer Producer Organisations
and Productivity Enhancement
Services. This includes supply of
high genetic merit semen doses,
Artificial Insemination Delivery
Services, Embryo Transfer Servi-
ces, Animal Nutrition Services
and induction and supply of
high genetic merit live animals
under the brand ‘SAG Live’.

NDS stations have close to
1,800 high genetic merit bulls of
35 breeds and together sold
over 5.2 crore semen doses dur-
ing the evaluation period 2022-
23. These stations are also active-
ly involved in In vivo and Invitro
embryo production and trans-
fers.
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Shares of Delta Corp plunged
nearly 9 per cent on Monday
after the company received a
GST notice for short payment
of tax to the tune of Rs 6,384
crore.

The stock tanked 8.79 per
cent to settle at Rs 127.70
apiece on the BSE. During the
day, it fell 11 per cent to Rs
124.60 — its 52-week low. On
the NSE, it plummeted 8.17 per
cent to end at Rs 128.55 per
piece.

On the volume front, 28.26
lakh shares of the company
were traded on the BSE and
over 2.93 crore shares were
traded on the NSE during the
day.

In another blow to the
company, Delta Corp has
received a GST notice for short
payment of tax to the tune of
Rs 6,384 crore, taking the over-

all tax demand on the firm to
over Rs 23,000 crore.

The company said that the
tax demands are arbitrary and
contrary to law, and added it
will challenge them. DGGI
(Directorate General of GST
Intelligence) Kolkata on
October 13, 2023 has served an
intimation notice on Deltatech
Gaming, a subsidiary of Delta
Corp, seeking GST of Rs
6,236.8 crore for the period
January 2018 to November
2022, the company said in a fil-
ing on Saturday.

For the period July 2017 to
October 2022, another demand
worth Rs 147.5 crore has been
served, it said.
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Lionel Messi's involvement
in a 1-0 win over Paraguay
last week doesn't necessar-

ily mean he'll be fit for Argen-
tina's next game in World Cup
qualifying against Peru.

Messi played most of the
second half against Paraguay last
Thursday despite struggling
with muscular pains in the
weeks leading up to the game.

But there's no certainty he'll
play against Peru on Tuesday
despite practicing with the
squad.

Meanwhile in Brazil, Ney-
mar is under fire for his lacklus-
ter performance in a 1-1 draw
against Venezuela last week that
ended with some fans throwing
popcorn at the Arena Pantanal
in Cuiabá. He will have a tough
challenge at Uruguay to show he
is back in form.

The next World Cup in the
United States, Mexico and
Canada is expanding to a 48-
team format, meaning direct
entry to the top six teams in
South America. The seventh-
place team will contest an inter-
continental playoff for a berth.

World Cup winner Argen-
tina leads continental qualifying
with 9 points, followed by Brazil
(7), Colombia (5), Uruguay,
Chile and Venezuela (4),
Ecuador (3), Paraguay and Peru
(1), and Bolivia (0).

The fourth match day in
South American qualifying also
features Ecuador against
Colombia, Paraguay against
Bolivia and Venezuela taking on
Chile.

PERU vs. ARGENTINA
Argentina's practice on

Sunday didn't show whether the
36-year-old Messi will play
against Peru. He took part of the
morning session at his national
team's training ground, but has

recently felt muscular pains in
his right leg that have sidelined
him for several MLS matches for
his club, Inter Miami.

If Messi plays at Peru, coach
Lionel Scaloni might have to
remove either Julián Alvarez or
Lautaro Martinez from the line-
up that beat Paraguay. Keeping
the captain in the starting line-
up will likely mean Argentina
playing Nico Gonzalez again in
Lima.

Messi substituted Julián
Álvarez in the 52nd minute

against Paraguay, when
Argentina was already in the
lead. He hit the post twice, but
had a low key performance
overall at the Monumental de
Nuñez Stadium in Buenos Aires.

Peru has lost its latest two
qualifying matches in South
American qualifying. The squad
arrived in silence shortly before
dawn so no fans could be at the
airport protesting after its 2-0
loss at Chile. Players and coach
Juan Reynoso know they will
face a much tougher challenge

against the World Cup champi-
on.

"May this defeat today suit
us for what is coming," Reynoso
said in a news conference after
the match in Santiago. "You
don't qualify by playing beauti-
ful soccer, you do it by playing
well. For us to do that, we need
to be a chamaleonic team that
adapts to various cirumstances."

URUGUAY vs. BRAZIL
Brazil fans were frustrated

with the draw against Venezuela,

a team that has never qualified
to a World Cup. The 31-year-old
Neymar was the team's most
criticized player after that
encounter because of several
missed passes and floppy finish-
es.

The Al-Hilal striker was
filmed leaving the pitch in anger
as some fans threw popcorn at
him. Brazil's soccer tradition
calls "pipoqueiro" (popcorn
man) the players who fail to
deliver in big matches. He is like-
ly to face Uruguay at the
Centenario Stadium in
Montevideo on Tuesday.

Neymar is Brazil's all-time
top goal scorer with 79 goals in
official matches.

Brazil's new coach Fer-
nando Diniz, who was also crit-
icized after the draw with
Venezuela, is likely to make
three changes for the next round
of qualifying. 

Right-back Danilo is
injured, and is set to be replaced
by Yan Couto. Left-back
Guilherme Arana is expected to
be replaced with the 24-year-old
Carlos Augusto, who will make
his national team debut. And
striker Richarlison, on a six-
match goal drought for the
national team, could lose his
position to Gabriel Jesus.

Uruguay has not beaten
Brazil in World Cup qualifying
since 2001. Captain Federico
Valverde is optimistic about the
match after a 2-2 draw at
Colombia. He said he and Real
Madrid teammates Vinicius
Júnior and Rodrygo of Brazil
have spent weeks talking about
the encounter.

"We could have gotten a bet-
ter result, but at least we returned
with one point, which always
suits us," Valverde said of the
draw. Uruguay has been coached
by Argentine Marcelo Bielsa
since the start of South Ameri-
can qualifying.
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Gavi's winning goal for Spain
against Norway in a Euro-

pean Championship qualifier on
Sunday will likely have been
cheered as wildly in Glasgow as
it was in Madrid.

The Barcelona midfielder's
strike at Ullevaal Stadium in
Oslo secured a 1-0 win that
means both Spain and Scotland
have qualified for Euro 2024.

Gavi's goal came in the
49th minute and ensured the
three-time European champions
will be at next year's tournament
in Germany when they will be
among the favorites to lift the
trophy for the first time since
2012.

Scotland might not harbor
realistic ambitions of winning
Euro 2024, but it has arguably
exceeded expectations by qual-
ifying from Group A. Indeed,
until losing to Spain on Thurs-
day, the Scots had made a 100%
start to qualifying.

Scotland has now qualified
for back-to-back Euros, having

failed to reach the finals from
2000-2016. In Germany it will be
aiming to advance from the
group stages for the first time in
its history.

Turkey also qualified with a
4-0 win against Latvia at the
Konya Metropolitan Munici-
pality Stadium, while Croatia
made it back-to-back losses in
Group D after a surprise 2-1
defeat to Wales.

CROATIA STRUGGLES
Less than a year after a

third-place finish at the World
Cup in Qatar, Croatia is making
hard work of qualification for
the European Championship. 

The Croatians went into
this latest batch of qualifiers atop
Group D, with the chance to put
daylight between them and
Turkey. But a 1-0 loss to Turkey
on Thursday has now been fol-
lowed by defeat to Wales.

Even with stars like Luka
Modric, Josko Gvardiol and
Marcelo Brozovic in the team,
Croatia was trailing 2-0 to goals
from Harry Wilson in each

half. Mario Pasalic halved the
deficit, but it wasn't enough to
spark a comeback. Wales moved
up to second in the group ahead
of Croatia in third, with both
teams on 10 points.

Yunus Akgun set Turkey on
course for victory against Latvia,
with substitute Cenk Tosun
scoring two and Kerem Aktur-
koglu also grabbing a goal.

ALBANIA WAITS
Four teams are separated by

four points in Group E as results
on Sunday meant Albania was
left waiting to seal qualification.

Czech Republic's 1-0 win
against Faroe Islands leaves it
two points behind leader
Albania in second place.

Poland drew 1-1 with
Moldova to leave those teams
three points and four points off
the top respectively.

Romania is top of Group I
after a 4-0 win against Andorra
- ahead of second-place
Switzerland, which needed goals
in the 89th and 90th minutes to
draw 3-3 with Belarus.
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Spain coach Luis de la Fuente
has found a way to turn the

doubters into supporters.
Nearly a year after he was

appointed amid a wave of skep-
ticism, De la Fuente now has
widespread backing at the helm
of La Roja, having turned Spain
into a contender again and
comfortably securing the team
a spot in the 2024 European
Championship.

Spain qualified for next
year's tournament in Germany
on Sunday with a 1-0 win at
Norway — the team's sixth
straight triumph since a loss at
Scotland in March had left De
la Fuente under pressure just two
games into his stint.

"We are always learning," De
la Fuente said. "At that moment
the analysis was different than it
is now. We've just reached an
important objective and we
have to keep working and learn-
ing. We recognize what was
done well, but we know there are
still things to improve."

The 62-year-old De la
Fuente replaced Luis Enrique
after the team's loss to Morocco
in the round of 16 of the Wor-
ld Cup in Qatar. He was then rel-
atively unknown in Spain after
spending years coaching the
nation's youth squads.

His first match in charge
was a home win in a qualifier
against Norway in which Spain
struggled from the start, and the
subsequent loss to Scotland put

De la Fuente on the hot seat early
on. Many didn't think he had the
experience to take charge of the
national team at the time.

But after the slow start, De
la Fuente also helped Spain win
the Nations League with victo-
ries over Italy in the semifinals
and Croatia in a penalty
shootout in the final. Spain
then routed Georgia 7-1 and
Cyprus 6-0 in qualifiers, and
defeated Scotland 2-0 at home
last week before securing its spot
at Euro 2024 against Erling
Haaland's Norway on Sunday.

"I'm happy with the work
that we've done," De la Fuente
said. "When you achieve some-
thing like this, things must have
been done right. But in soccer
one day you are up and the other
you are down again, so we have
to stay balanced. I'm happy
now, but I also stayed composed
in the tougher moments."

De la Fuente put Spain back
on track in part by betting on the
talent of some younger players.
He kept players like Gavi, Ansu
Fati and Pedri - who played at
the World Cup - and brought in
others such as 16-year-old
Lamine Yamal, the Barcelona
sensation.

His experience with the
nation's youth squads proved
important, and he now has his
job secured for a while.

"We have a team for the
future, it's what I'm most excit-
ed about," he said. "We worked
hard to be where we are and we
deserve it.
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Brooks Koepka held it together at the end for a 2-
under 68 and defended his title at LIV Golf-Jeddah

with a birdie on the second playoff hole to beat Talor
Gooch on a day when both had reason to celebrate.

Koepka had to birdie two of his last three holes
to finish at 14-under 196 and tie with Gooch, who
closed with a 62. With his playoff loss, Gooch moved
past Cameron Smith and won the season points title
and the $18 million bonus.

Koepka not only won $4 million from the tour-
nament, his victory bumped Bryson DeChambeau out
of the top three in the season standings. Koepka picked
up an additional $4 million for finishing third in the
points race.

DeChambeau fell back Sunday with a 70. Smith
had a 66 and tied for 24th.

The LIV Golf League wraps up its second season
next week at Doral in South Florida with the team
championship.

Koepka ends his year with two LIV Golf titles,
along with his fifth major at the PGA Championship.
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Tom Kim now has something in
common with Byron Nelson as

the only players to have won the
same PGA Tour event twice in the
same season.

Kim successfully defended his
title Sunday in the Shriners
Children's Open when he closed
with a 5-under 66 to emerge from
a pack of a dozen players who had
a chance in the final hour. Kim
wound up winning by one shot over
Adam Hadwin, who birded the
final hole for a 67.

Kim now has three PGA Tour
titles in the last 15 months, at 21 the
youngest player since Tiger Woods
in 1997 to have three tour wins.

"I really felt confident in
myself," Kim said. "I knew that if I
did me I was going to be able to do
it. I'm stoked to get this one."

He won in Las Vegas a year ago,
beating Patrick Cantlay in a play-

off at the TPC Summerlin, when
the Shiners Children's Open was
early in the season. Now, the Las
Vegas event is still part of the same
season because the PGA Tour goes
to a calendar season starting in
2024.

Nelson won the San Francisco
Open in January 1944, and the
same tournament in December of
1944, both times at Harding Park.
This one was up for grabs until Kim
seized control on the par-5 16th.

With an hour left in the tour-
nament, there was a six-way tie for
the lead and 12 players were sepa-
rated by a single shot. The key
stretch at the TPC Summerlin was
holes No. 13 through No. 16, which
ranked as four of the five easiest
holes in the final round.

Taylor Pendrith was tied for the
lead with a birdie on the 13th, but
had to settle for pars the rest of that
stretch. K.H. Lee made all pars.

Then, it became a two-man

race between Kim and Hadwin,
playing in the final group with Kim
holding a one-shot advantage.

Both birdied the 13th, Hadwin
with a 35-foot birdie putt that
rimmed all the way around the cup
before dropping. Both birdied the
reachable par-4 15th, Kim with a
tough up-and-down and birdie
putt from 12 feet, Hadwin narrow-
ly missing a 25-foot eagle attempt.

It turned on the par-5 16th.
Kim hit to the fat of the green in
two, 50 feet away for eagle. Hadwin
knew he missed his shot right after
contact and it came up well short
and into the water. Hadwin missed
a 6-foot par putt after his penalty
drop, and Kim three-putted - he
had to make a 5-footer on his third
one - for par.

"I completely whiffed it, up and
out of it, and unfortunately one of
my worst swings of the day at the
least opportune time," Hadwin
said.

"I feel like you dump it in the
water there on 16, and I certainly
by no means gave the tournament,
but I would have liked to have hit
a more quality golf shot and put a
little bit more pressure on Tom
coming down the stretch."

That gave Kim a two-shot lead
with two to play, and he closed with
solid pars. Kim finished at 20-under
264.

Eric Cole boosted his bid to be
PGA Tour rookie of the year by
closing with a 62 to finish two
behind, along with Alex Noren (65),
J.T. Poston (66) and Pendrith (67).
Pendrith came into Las Vegas at No.
123 in the FedEx Cup and was pro-
jected to move to No. 90, all but
assuring a full card for 2024.

Ludvig Aberg, who made his
Ryder Cup debut two weeks ago,
also shot 62 and tied for 13th.

Kim, born in South Korea and
raised primarily in Australia, won
for the first time in 2023. He had a
hot run last summer that included
victories in the Wyndham
Championship and in Las Vegas,
followed by a dynamic debut in the
Presidents Cup.

But he said he felt the pressure
to live up to the expectations, and
it turned this year into a grind. He
was a distant runner-up in the
British Open, though he injured his
ankle during the week that kept him
from defending his title in the
Wyndham Championship.

"It's been a grind trying to fig-
ure it out," Kim said. "My first full
season, trying to live up to expec-
tations of a great year. It's been hum-
bling sometimes."

The victory moves Kim to No.
11 in the world ranking.

Isaiah Salinda, who got into Las
Vegas as a Monday qualifier, had a
63-67 weekend and tied for seventh,
which gets him into the next full
PGA Tour event Nov.
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Pampling said. "It was a long day. We
knew what we were going to be in for.
Just eat the food, take your time.
Thankfully, it wasn't too quick out
there."

Pampling had a one-shot lead
over Alker, Paul Broadhurst and
Vijay Singh when the second round
was finished. Singh and Broadhurst
fell back early in the final round, and
Pampling had three birdies in a four-
hole stretch around the turn to seize
control. 

"We've been working hard,"
Pampling said. "We got rid of our bad

stuff about a month-and-a-half ago.
Been closer and closer and this week
it was just a great ball-striking week,
putting well, everything. It's a great
feeling to win again."

Ernie Els had a 68 and tied for
third with Mario Tiziani, who closed
with a 65.

Tiziani, the brother-in-law of
Stricker, split time this year playing on
the PGA Tour Champions, managing
his wife's brother and occasionally
caddying for Stricker. He made it to
the postseason for the second straight
year.
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Rod Pampling of Australia had to
play 33 holes Sunday in the rain-

delayed SAS Championship and it
was worth ever step when he fin-
ished off a 68 and then closed with
a 5-under 67 for his second career
PGA Tour Champions title.

The SAS Championship was the
final tournament before the Charles
Schwab Cup playoffs begin for the top
72 players. Pampling's victory moved
him up 13 spots to No. 17.

David Duval shot 71 and tied for

11th, just enough for him to move up
seven spots and finish at No. 71 in the
Schwab Cup to qualify for the post-
season.

Pampling finished with a bogey
for a two-shot victory over Steven
Alker, who moved up to No. 2 in the
standings behind Steve Stricker.

The Australian finished off 15
holes of the second round in the
morning with back-to-back birdies,
and then he played bogey-free in the
final round until the end, when it only
affected his margin of victory.

"I just walked as slow as I could,"
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Jordan Thompson upset ninth-ranked Alexander
Zverev 6-3, 6-4 in the opening round of the

Japan Open on Monday for his second win over
a top-10 opponent this season.

The 29-year-old Australian saved four of the
five break points he faced to claim his first career
win over Zverev after losing their only previous
meeting six years ago. He also beat seventh-ranked
Stefanos Tsitsipas at Indian Wells in March. 

"I fought off 0-40 first game and I really got
into the match after that," the 60th-ranked
Thompson said. "But I held on, I was playing an
unpredictable style of tennis, and I think he did-
n't handle it that well in the first set and adapted
in the second. But I somehow hung around."

Thompson will next play either Shanghai

Masters semifinalist Ben Shelton or qualifier Taro
Daniel. 

The other three Australians in action Monday
all lost as eighth-seeded Felix Auger-Aliassime
defeated Aleksander Vukic 7-6 (3), 6-7 (2), 6-2,
while Mackenzie McDonald beat Max Purcell 7-
5, 6-4 and Sebastian Ofner outlasted Christopher
O'Connell 6-7 (2), 7-6 (5), 7-5. 

Fifth-seeded Tommy Paul plays Daniel
Altmaier in a late match. Top-seeded Taylor Fritz
plays his first-round match against Cameron
Norrie on Tuesday, while second-seeded Casper
Ruud meets wild-card entry Yosuke Watanuki.

Shanghai Masters winner Hubert Hurkacz is
also in the draw. He opens against Zhang
Zhizhen on Wednesday.

JIANGXI OPEN
Tour veteran Vera Zvonareva beat Arianne

Hatano 6-1, 6-2 in her opening match of the
Jiangxi Open.

The 39-year-old Zvonareva, who made her
tour debut in 2000, broke her 166th-ranked oppo-
nent's serve six times as she cruised to victory in
61 minutes. Zvonareva next plays fifth-seeded Zhu
Lin or Diana Shnaider. 

Also, eighth-seeded Sara Sorribes Tormo beat
wild-card entry Jiang Xinyu 6-4, 6-0. The
Spaniard will next play Camila Osorio, who beat
Ma Ye-Xin 6-1, 6-0.
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Star Indian shuttler HS
Prannoy has pulled out of the

Denmark Open Super 750 tour-
nament due to a back injury that
troubled him during his maid-
en bronze medal-winning run
at the recently-concluded Asian
Games.

The 31-year-old Indian had
battled excruciating back pain
to secure India's first medal in
men's singles in 41 years at
Hangzhou but now he will have
to sit out for two to three weeks
due to the injury.

"We are not looking at play-
ing any tournament this month.
Something also came up in the
MRI as well, so I will have to be
out for 2-3 weeks, so I will not
be able to play Denmark and
France," Prannoy told PTI.

"I will need to rest and then
start with rehab."

In his absence, India's
charge will be led by Lakshya
Sen, who will be back on the

court after playing a vital role in
India's first-ever silver medal in
men's team event at the Asian
Games.

World No. 15 Sen, who re-
mained unbeaten at the Asian
Games, will open against
Thailand's Kantaphon Wang-

charoen and is likely to meet
sixth seed Shi Yuqi of China in
the second round.

Two-time Olympic medal-
list PV Sindhu too will look for
a good outing after a semifinal
finish at the Arctic Open last
week. She will be up against

Scotland's Kirsty Gilmour.
World No. 20 Kidambi

Srikanth, who is also desperate-
ly looking to accumulate rank-
ing points to make the cut for
the Paris Olympics, will take on
China's Weng Hong Yang in his
opening game.

It is going to be a tricky
affair for the former world No.
1, who has blown hot and cold
throughout the season.

Priyanshu Rajawat, cur-
rently ranked No. 30 in the
world, will also have his task
cut out as he faces world No. 14
Lee Zii Jia, who is brimming
with confidence following his
title-winning run in the Arctic
Open.

Newly-crowned world No.
1 pair of Satwiksairaj Ran-
kireddy and Chirag Shetty, who
claimed an epic gold at Hang-
zhou, is pitted against Malaysia's
Ong Yew Sin and Teo Ee Yi.

MR Arjun and Dhruv
Kapila will also miss out after
the former suffered a back
injury at Hangzhou.

The women's pairing of
Treesa Jolly and Gayatri
Gopichand, however, will be
back on the court after the Asian
Games and will take on
Thailand's Benyapa Aimsaard
and Nuntakarn Aimsaard.
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Leg-spinner Adam Zampa
roared back to form with
a four-wicket haul as

Australia bowled out Sri Lanka
for 209 in the World Cup here
on Monday.

An out-of-form Kusal
Perera (78) got some much-
needed runs while Pathum
Nissanka struck 61 for his sec-
ond consecutive fifty.

Australia benefitted from
the timely return to form of
Zampa, who had been having
an awful tournament. The wrist
spinner enjoyed an excellent
outing to help bundle out Sri
Lanka in 43.3 overs.

Looking on course for a
300-plus score, the 1996 win-
ners faced a bizarre batting col-
lapse and went from 125 for no
loss to 209 all out.

There were lots going on in
the field as Mitchell Starc abort-
ed his delivery stride thrice to
warn Perera to not leave his
crease early on at the non-
striker's end.

Perera was also struck in the
head by a Marcus Stoinis
bouncer which caught the Sri
Lankan off guard.

But the experienced south-
paw didn't let the blow deter
him and went on to send Stonis'
slower cutter down the ground
to bring up his fifty.

With both openers pilling
on the runs, the Australian

bowlers looked clueless. But
skipper Pat Cummins kept shuf-
fling his bowlers in search of
that first breakthrough.

Cummins, who has been far
from his best with the ball, stood
up at the opportune moment to
give Australia the breakthrough
they needed.

Cummins cramped Nis-
sanka for room and the Sri
Lankan hit it high and in front
of square only for David Warner
to run and complete a stunning
catch.

Cummins bowled a peach
of a delivery five overs later to
clean up the other set batter in
Perera, who picked the wrong
line to swing his bat.

The dismissal marked the
beginning of Australia's domi-
nance as the Sri Lanka batting
unravelled and the five-time
champions grew in confidence.

Zampa got rid of the in-
form Kusal Mendis. But the
wicket belonged to Warner who
ran across from deep midwick-
et, covering about 25ms to
complete a spectacular diving
catch.

Sadeera Samarawickrama,
Chamika Karunaratne and
Maheesh Theekshana were
Zampa's other victims with
Mitchell Starc pitching in with
two wickets.

Apart from the openers
and Charith Asalanka's 25, no
other Sri Lankan batter reached
double digits.
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For long, cricket remained a
statistical global sport sans a

true global footing. A solid fan
base of 2.5 billion and an ever-
swelling TV revenue formed its
axis to be labelled as a sport with
a worldwide appeal, second
only to football. 

However, in reality, all of it
is parked in the Commonwealth
countries and even among them
India alone helm around 70 per-
cent, if not more, of those num-
bers.

But now, all this could
change as cricket, in its T20
avatar, has made its re-entry into
the Olympic fold through the
2028 edition at Los Angeles, and
it is a mutually beneficial asso-
ciation from sporting and com-
mercial angles. 

From a sporting perspective,
the Olympics provides an
unmatchable platform for crick-
et, perhaps even bigger than a
World Cup. 

Standing on the podium
wearing an Olympic medal
around the neck is an
unmatched feeling for any
sportsperson, as it is a reveren-
tially warm handshake with his-
tory that dates back to 1896. 

"It is an excellent piece of
news for cricket to be part of the
Olympics. It will certainly add to
the global image of cricket," says
Keith Joseph, president of the
Caribbean Association of
National Olympic Committees
(CANOC), who gave a strong
backing to ICC's efforts to get
cricket included in the LA
Olympics. 

"T20 provides an excellent
platform too in terms of dura-
tion and connection with
younger audiences. That USA
will be co-hosting the T20 World
Cup in 2024 will also work as a
very good precursor to cricket
ahead of the Olympics," he
points out. 

However, expecting cricket
to match the universal appeal of
football, something the sport
always cherished, just because of
an Olympic appearance is quite
naïve. 

Sample this: The ICC men's
T20 ranking list features 87
nations in the men's section and
66 in the women's segment. But
the FIFA ranking list touches
207 men's teams and 186
women's outfits, the numbers
reveal the vast gulf between the
two sports. 

Of course, this is not to deny
that the T20 format has helped
cricket to reach some hitherto

unexplored corners of Africa,
Europe and Latin America. 

"Yes, it is a good first step to
take cricket to a global audience.
As the USA is a big market and
there is a strong presence of sub-
continent crowd. But as of now,
it has been included only in Los
Angeles, and hopefully it will fig-
ure in Brisbane as well (in
2032). 

"It is important because
Australia is a traditional crick-
eting nation, and being able to
play there will be a big boost to
the sport. It may even open
doors to cricket being a perma-
nent Olympic sport," opines a
veteran BCCI administrator. 

However, cricket had to
leap over several self-imposed
hurdles to make its return to the
Olympics. 

Both the officials and play-
ers did not want to follow sev-
eral clauses, especially the one
pertaining to their whereabouts
that is mandatory for random
dope testing, laid out by the IOC,
IOA, WADA etc. 

England, the champion side
when cricket was last staged in
the Olympics in 1900, was
another country which was ini-
tially reluctant to take this
plunge. 

"Yes, there were some diffi-
culties in reaching an under-
standing for some time over cer-
tain issues such as the where-
abouts clause. 

"However, most important-
ly, the BCCI and ICC and few
other boards have found a com-
mon ground to take cricket to a
global stage," said the adminis-
trator. 

Beyond the sporting field,
the IOA also might have thought
about the crowd-pulling power
of cricket, especially in the USA,
a country with a large Asian
diaspora. 

An industry insider, whom
PTI contacted, said the million
eyeballs that cricket ensures will
have a massive influence on the
purchase of broadcasting rights
of the LA Olympics. 

"It is great news (cricket in
Olympics) if you are a business-
person. America has a large sec-
tion of Asian expats, who are
crazy about cricket and they will
fill the stadium and of course
will follow the game on TV or
streaming apps. 

"Since cricket is in LA, our
estimate is that the selling price
of broadcasting rights might
see at least a 20-30 percent
jump from the existing one,
which is huge for a single edi-
tion," the expert said.
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South Africa are making quite a statement at the
World Cup, playing entertaining cricket and

plundering tons of runs as they steamroll rival
teams.

As the Proteas take on the Netherlands in this
hilly paradise on Tuesday, the perennial under-
performers and 'chokers' have shown in the last
two games their determination to go the distance
in the tournament.

Their 102-run win against Sri Lanka in the
opener in New Delhi after putting a record 428/5
on the board, followed by 134-run victory against
five-time champions Australia in Lucknow, have
made South Africa the team to beat in the com-
petition. 

From staying under the radar in the lead-up
to the ODI showpiece to becoming high-flyers,
the Proteas have started playing to potential and
will be firm favourites against the Dutch.

Unlike the Australian and England cricket
teams, whose patchy performance so far has left
a lot to be desired, the South Africans have come

out with full combat capabilities -with the likes
of wicket-keeping stalwart Quinton de Kock, top-
order batter Rassie van der Dussen and Aiden
Markram making a massive impact here.

The trio smashed a century each against Sri
Lanka to pile up a mountain of runs with Heinrich
Klaasen and David Miller playing useful cameos
in the 428-run total.

Though their bowlers did take a beating from
the Sri Lankans, they hit back with full force
against the Australians in the next match.

A second consecutive century by De Kock and
a massively improved performance from tall pace
bowler Marco Jansen and Kagiso Rabada floored
Pat Cummins' side. 

The 177-run loss for the five-time champi-
ons following the humiliating loss to India in the
opener has put the Kangaroos on the mat.

The Proteas would look to attack with even
more firepower against the Netherlands, a side that
has very few recognisable faces in mainstream
cricket. But they have posed a challenge occasion-
ally, like the huge upset they made during the 2009
T20 World Cup, defeating England at Lord's.

Last year, the Dutch eliminated the Proteas,
handing them a shocking 13-run defeat in the
Super 12 stage of the T20 World Cup in Australia.

The Scott Edwards-led side will certainly take
inspiration from that victory, though T20 and 50-
over formats are like chalk and cheese.

But, on a cricket field, where miracles hap-
pen, the Dutch too would want to aim for a vic-
tory for the ages after seeing Afghanistan over-
run defending champions England on Sunday
night in New Delhi.

The Proteas, once bitten twice shy, would be
looking to opener De Kock, Rassie van der Dussen
and Aiden Markram to once again set the stage
on fire and then give their bowlers a big total to
defend.
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England will have to play
some of their "best cricket" to

come out of the hole they find
themselves in following their
shock defeat to Afghanistan in
the ODI World Cup.

Englad suffered a shock 69-
run defeat to the Hashmatullah
Shahidi-led side with the
defending champions faltering
in their chase of the 285-run tar-
get at the Ferozeshah Kotla on
Sunday.

The win was Afghanistan's
second-ever in a World Cup
match and lifted them to sixth
position on the points table
behind England.

On whether it was prema-
ture to to say that England's
World Cup defence was under
threat, Buttler, whose team is yet
to face India, Australia and
South Africa, said, "Yeah. As I
mentioned just before, it's not
been the way we wanted to start
the competition, but this is the
situation we find ourselves in
and we're going to have to play
some of our best cricket moving
forward."

The skipper said he had full
faith in his team to pull through
this crisis.

"Yeah, it's a big setback
obviously. Before the tourna-
ment starts you have a different
idea of how the first three games
would pan out. We've got to
show a lot of character, a lot of

resilience within the team and
most of all a lot of belief. There
was a lot of excellent players in
there and we haven't played well
enough today but we must keep
that belief," said Buttler.

Afghanistan were helped
on their way to their second-
highest World Cup total by a fine
80-run innings from Rahma-
nullah Gurbaz at the start and a
superb 28-run cameo by Mujeeb
Ur Rahman in the final overs.

Afghanistan didn't lose a
wicket till they had crossed the
century mark. England, on the
other hand, were 91/4 at one
stage.

Asked if he could pinpoint
where things started going
wrong for England, Buttler said,
"No, we didn't, no we started
poorly, first ball of the game I
missed one and it sort of set the
tone for that first 10 overs, we
didn't hit the areas that we
wanted to and credit to Gurbaz
(80 runs) as he put us under a
lot of pressure, played some

good shots, but maybe a few too
many easy boundaries in there."

England's aggressive style of
batting, called 'Bazball', has
come to epitomise their cricket
in all there formats, more so in
Tests under coach Brendon
McCullum.

Asked if the team could not
"execute properly" the style he
wanted it to play, Buttler said,
"We always want to play positive
and be aggressive and some days
you don't play as well as you
want to. Though Afghanistan
built good pressure on us, maybe
the wicket didn't play exactly
how we thought it would play
and maybe the dew didn't come
in as much as we thought as
well."

England have played their
best cricket when their backs are
to the wall of late, with the fight-
back during the Ashes this year
being fresh in the mind. 

Asked if the two losses in
three World Cup matches will
sharpen the team's focus a little
bit more, Buttler added, "We've
played some good cricket in all
scenarios, whether we've been
on top and frontrunners and
fancied or whether we've had
our backs against the wall. "It's
a position you find yourselves in,
it's not the position you wanted
to be in three games ago but the
character is excellent as I've
mentioned, there'll always be
belief and we'll dust ourselves
down and go again."
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